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( i )
Summary:
Given a crystallographic space group G , Bonahon and Siebenmann show
in [B + S I that i t  can be thought of as the fundamental group of a closed
3-orbifold Q which, because in most cases G preserves some direction V 
• 3 iin 1R , usually admits an S -fibration over a 2-orbifold B : we write 
(IR3,V)/G = Q -E-> B .
Readers fam iliar with the definitions and notations for orbifolds and 
crystallographic groups may wish to omit 50, where these ideas are intro­
duced, dipping back into i t  only when necessary.
Using these methods, Bonahon and Siebenmann give a new and entirely 
topological classification of the crystallographic groups, depicting Q ■+ B 
by a convenient diagram; their methods are described b rie fly  in §1. However, 
they make no attempt to link this new classification  with the existing one 
i.e . to determine which orbifolds correspond to which crystallographic groups; 
this is done here, for the f ir s t  time, in Table 4.
Given an index two subgroup G‘ of a crystallographic group G , the 
pairs (G,G*) , classified  up to affine homeomorphism of IR , are known 
as black and white groups. In terms of orbifolds they correspond to fibred 
double covers Q’ -*• B' of Q -* B . Such covers for the local structure of 
fibred orbifolds are constructed in 52 and summarized in Table 3; 54 and 55 
then show how to piece them together to form global covers. In 53 we prove 
that, whenever there is a direction V in IR which gives a unique fibration, 
the obvious notion of equivalence for two such covers corresponds exactly to 
the standard definition of equivalence for black and white groups.
In 56 we deal with those groups whose corresponding orbifolds cannot 
be fibred; only the orientable orbifolds in the l i s t  given here have been 
described before (1n [Du 1 ]). F ina lly , in 57, we demonstrate, by means of 
examples, how to classify  the black and white groups by constructing double 
covers of orbifolds.
( i i  )
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Explanation of Table 1
Table 1 provides a 2-dimensional foretaste of what this thesis 
aims to do for 3 dimensions. Every 2-dimensional crystallographic 
space group has a corresponding (unique) closed euclidean 2—orbifold 
(a 2-crystal - see Table 2). Hence every 2-dimensional black and 
white group (see Definition 3«0) can be thought of as a double 
covering of one such 2-crystal by another (or itself) as we have here.
Each arrow in the diagram represents such a group; note that there 
are two distinct ways by which the annular 2-crystal can cover itselft 
with one arrow corresponding to each. Arrows denoting Type III groups 
are marked by a 'o' and those denoting Type TV groups by a • • • (see 
Definitions 3.1«3 and 3.I.*»)»
1§0. Introduction.
Mathematical crystallography - the study of discrete groups of 
euclidean isometries - was in itia ted  in the last century, in particular
II
by the work of Barlow [Bar], Fedorov [Fed] and Schonflies [Scho] , 
who a ll contributed to the classification  of the 3-dimensional space 
groups. Although the motivation was a desire to understand natural 
crystalline substances, the subject has since acquired a l i f e  of its  own.
Denoting by IEn the euclidean isometry group of lRn (sometimes 
called the galilean group) we have the following sp lit  short exact sequence:
(0 .1 ) 0 IRq -*■ IEn 0 (n ) 1 , _
where IRg s En is the normal abelian subgroup of translations in IEn and 
0(n) is the n-dimensional.. orthogonal group. To save looking at tr iv ia l 
examples we demand that crystallographic groups be of fu ll dimension.
(0.2) Defin ition : An n-dimensional crystallographic space group (or 
Fedorov group) G is a discrete subgroup of En such that IR /G is 
compact. H
Writing G,,, for the image of G in 0(n) and Gq * G n Fg ,
(0.1) restricts  to:
2(0.2.1) 0 -*■ Gq G -*■ G^  ■* 1 ,
which need no longer be sp lit .  G^  = G/GQ is called the holonomy group 
or point group of G and Gq is known as the translation subgroup or 
lattice, the last name also being used for the image by GQ of the origin 
in IR3 .
(0 2.2) Theorem [ T h : 4 . 3 . 1 F o r  a crystallographic space group G ,
G = G/Gn is f in ite  and Gn = G n IrJI is of rank n .
This theorem, f i r s t  proved by Bieberbach [B ie  11, shows that G is of fu ll 
dimension as required. Elements of G are often written in the form 
(h,*) « G0 « Gb  ; they combine by the rules:
(0.2.3)
( M f 1
(h^  + <f>-|h2,$i$2)
(- ♦ "V * "1) .
The study of crystallographic groups has been dominated by the 
practical needs of chemists and physicists and the above notation lends 
Its e lf  to their requirements. There are vast tables, notably the 
"International Tables for X-ray Crystallography", lis t in g , amongst much 
else, the 3-d1mens1onal space groups by means of their generators, in a 
variation of the above form known as the Seitz space-group representation
tITC, B + C]. Any group can then be realized by seeing how and where
3
i t  transforms a suitable motif placed at the origin in IR
- 3 -
(0.2.4) Example: The tetragonal group P4/nbm (no. 125 - see Table 4).
IR3 The bottom le ft  hand corner
& & 3represents the origin of IR ,
'A with axes as shown. Lattice
f
points ( i .e .  those which can
o*
r-' be reached by a pure translation 
in the group) are marked as solid 
dots. We can also rotate through
180° about the 0 and 0 axes, re flec t in a vertica l plane lying between x y
them, and rotate through 180° about another line which misses the origin.
We imagine the diagrams as being reproduced in f in ite ly  in a ll directions. ^
Instead of studying the group-action in this way, leading to these 
cumbersome diagrams, an alternative approach is to consider the compact 
quotient required by Definition (0.2), which necessarily carries a ll the 
information about the group, a lbe it 1n a coded form. This 1s exactly what 
Bonahon and Siebenmann have done in CB + S ], using the fact that 1f G
3
is a crystallographic space group then Q * IR /G is  a 3-orbifold.
(0.3) Definition: Let |Q| be a paracompact Hausdorff space. An
n-orbifold atlao on |Q| is  a covering of |Q| by a collection of open
- 4 -
sets {U .} , closed under f in ite  intersections, such that each IL 
has an associated f in ite  group i\ , an action of r.. on an open subset 
U.. of Rn , and a homeomorphism U^/r.. . Wherever U.. c
there is  required to be a monomorphism f ^ r . .  r j  anc* an embedding
. f\j f\j
<i>. .:U. •+■ U. , equivariant with respect to f  ■ ■ , such that the following 1 j l j  i J
diagram commutes:
Ui
+
u./f. .r.j  u  i
-V+
J
An n-orbifold Q is  a pair consisting of a space |Q| and a maximal 
n-orbifold atlas. |Q| is called the underlying apace of Q . //
(0.3.1) Example: Although any manifold is an orbifold (with t r iv ia l 
group-actions on a ll charts), the underlying space of an orbifold need 
not be a manifold, e.g. the cone on RP , which can be thought of as 
the quotient of the 3-ball by an involution. As an orbifold, a l l  Its  
local groups r x are t r iv ia l except at the cone point, for which
//
5(0.3.2) Defin ition: A group G acts properly dieoontinuously on a 
locally  compact space X i f  for every compact K c X there are only 
f in ite ly  many g e G such that gK n K f 0 . //
In particu lar, crystallographic groups act properly discontinuously.
(0.3.3) Proposition [Th:5.2.43: I f  M is a manifold and G is a group 
acting properly discontinuously on M then Q = M/G is an orbifold.
□
Orbifolds were introduced by Satake [Sa t 1,23, who called them 
"V-manifolds"; they surfaced again in the work of Thurston, to whom they 
owe their re-christening. They are natural objects for dealing with 
crystallographic groups from the topological point of view. Because potted 
versions of their basics abound, this summary has been kept to the minimum 
for what is needed here; lengthier treatments are available in [Th3 and 
[Sco3, whilst CB + S3 and [Du 13 cover the same opening ground as here, 
together with much else that is of relevance. Most of the crystallography 
can be found in [Schw 13.
(0.4) Definition: By taking su ffic ien tly  small neighbourhoods about a 
point x 1n an orbifold Q , 1t is seen to have associated with 1t a
unique minimal f in ite  group rx called the local group at x . The 
singular set £q 1s defined as:
Eg - {x « Q : rx t { id . } }  ,
6and points with non-trivial local group are said to be singular
of order |r | Points of Q " are called non-singular or regular.
We shall deal solely with differentiab le orbifolds, for which i t  is 
required in (0.3) that . and the group-actions be smooth. I t  follows 
[Th:5.4] that i f  x e Qn then s 0(n) (the n-dimensional orthogonal 
group), and from a knowledge of how this group acts we can determine the 
local structure of (d ifferentiab le) orbifolds in each dimension.
(0.4.1) The closed connected 1-orbifolds are the c irc le  and the 
c irc le  factored out by acting as a reflection (with two fixed points)
The la tte r object, which we ca ll ml , has underlying space a closed 
in te rva l.
(0.4.2) Since a ll f in ite  subgroups of 0(2) are cyclic of order a P o) 
or dihedral of order 2a (a2q) , lo ca lly  a ll 2-orbifolds must look like:
- 7 -
together with non-singular points modelled on 1R . Thus the singular
set lies as a 1-dimensional subset of mirrors and corners (which we shall
often take the liberty  of referring to as 3|Q|) together with a number
of isolated cone points. We can therefore portray a 2-orbifold Q as a
2-manifold |Q| (perhaps with boundary) with the corners on 3|Q| and
cone points in int|Q| marked and labelled with the order of the maximal
2
cyclic subgroup of their local group, so cone points modelled on IR /
2
are denoted by 'a ' , as are corners modelled on F • A connected
component of 31 Q| consisting en tire ly  of mirror and corner points is 
known as a mirror-cycle.
2
(0.4.3) Example:
This is a 2-orbifold with 
two mirror-cycles.
//
The singular set for a 3-orbifold is described in [Th:5.61; i t  
can be drawn as a 1-complex labelled exactly as for the 2-dimensional 
case except that, to avoid c lu tte r, we suppress any '2 's that would 
appear. In general for an n-orb1fold I t  is a closed set with empty 
Interior [Th:5.2.5] and so has codimension one or more 1n Qn . Orblfolds 
are compact and connected exactly when their underlying spaces are. The 
notion of an orblfold being (locally) 1-eided and having a (regular) 
neighbourhood also carry over from the manifold case.
- 8 -
(0.4.4) Definition: A geometry (Xn,G) is a simply-connected 
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold Xn , with transitive isometry group G , 
which covers some compact manifold (with covering translations in the 
group). /'
^ n nI f  we use charts £ X for some geometry (X ,G) and require 
that the group actions preserve the metric, the resulting orbifold is said 
to be geometric with model (X,G) . When (X,G) = ( F n, E n) i .e .  euclidean 
n-space (abbreviated to just E n ), this corresponds to the conventional 
euclidean crystallographic groups with which we shall be concerned through­
out. Bonahon and Siebenmann refer to the quotient by such a group as an 
n-crystal. Although the name is somewhat inapt, since the object corres­
ponding to the crystal in nature is rea lly  the universal covering space 
with its  accompanying group action, we adopt this terminology as a con­
venient abbreviation of "closed euclidean n-orbifold". Although we shall 
not do so, notice that had we taken any other geometry e.g. F n , Sn, Nil 
[Scol, this would s t i l l  give a perfectly sensible notion of a crysta llo ­
graphic group - see [Du 21.
(0.4.5) Definition: A map of orbifolds ♦:Q1 Q2 1s any map between 
the underlying spaces which makes the atlases compatible:
i.e . i f  f i :Ui -*■ U-j and 2^'^ 2 * U2 are charts o^r Q] an<* 2^
*\j 'V;
respectively then for a ll x-j e and e Ug such that 
= ^^1(xi^ •
*\; *\j
there exists a well-defined map :^V-| ■*• V  ^ from an open neighbourhood 
of x-j to an open neighbourhood of X2  such that
*\j
f 2 <P(x) = d>f 1 ( x) for a ll x c .
In particu lar, an isomorphism of orbifolds is a map which restricts  to a 
homeomorphism between the underlying spaces. ^
(0.4.6) Defin ition: An orbifold Q is orientable i f  i t  has an atlas 
{U.j} for which the U.. are oriented, a ll the group actions are orientation 
preserving, and so are the embeddings j : I L of Definition (0.3). In 
dimensions 2 and 3 this is equivalent to |Q| being a closed orientable 
manifold. //
(0.4.7) Defin ition : F c Q 1s called a closed suborbifold 1f |F| c |Q| 
and, lo ca lly , we have (U.V) - (U,V)/r , where r 1s a fin ite  group
acting diagonally, |V| <= |U| c |Q| and |V| c |F| ; i.e . the local 
groups for Q transfer naturally to F . //
10
I f  we add to Proposition (0.3.3) the requirement that the action of 
G be free, i.e . without fixed points, then M/G is a manifold and 
M-*• M/G is a covering map. Moreover, i f  M is simply-connected we have 
i>1 (M/G) « G .
(0.5) Definition: A projection p:Q •+• Q between orbifolds is said to
'V/
be a covering map i f  each x e Q has a chart U = U/r such that every 
component of p (U) is isomorphic, respecting the projection, to U/l\ 
for some r . s r . The degree of such a covering is the card inality of
the set p"^(x) for any regular point x e Q .
I f  Q = X/G, where X is simply-connected,then the fundamental group 
of Q is tt1 (Q) = G . //
(0.5.1) Example: Provided i t  is  done carefu lly , ir^(Q) can be defined 
in terms of paths in Q . Looking at the two 1-orbifolds of (0.4 .1 ), we 
f i r s t  have = F V z  ; this has ir^(S^) = 2  and the paths are the loops 
around the c irc le . Secondly, we have ml = f V (Z £  * 2g) , where 
TL^B.2 = <a,b : & = b£ = id.> = 2 x TL^  • the in fin ite  dihedral group.
This group acts by (evenly spaced) reflections along the length of F  .
Choosing a suitable base point in ml we see that its  group of covering
11
translations 1^ (ml) is generated by two "reflections" a and b in 
the mirrors at either end. //
(0.5.2) Definition: Given a compact orbifold Q with a ce ll de­
composition whose interior points have constant local group, the Euler 
characteristic is defined to be
dim c.
x(Q) - i  (-1) 1
c.
1
|r (c i ) |
where c. ranges over the ce lls  and |r (c . )|  is the order of each group.
1 1 //
(0.5.3) Proposition [Th:5.5.2]: I f  Q -*■ Q is an orbifold covering of
degree k , then
X(Q) = kX(Q) . D
Thus, i f  a geometric orbifold is to be euclidean 1.e. have universal 
cover F n , then 1t must have zero Euler characteristic. In particu lar, 
for a closed 2-orb1fold B 1t can be shown [Th:5.5] that
m n
(0.5.4) X (B) = X (|B |) - l (1 - l/qi ) - \ l (1 - 1 / 0  ,
1«1 j=l J
where x( |B |) denotes the conventional Euler characteristic of the 2-manifold 
|B| , the q^'s are the orders of the cone points of B , and the r j 's
12 -
are the orders of the corners. Using this i t  is possible to l i s t  a ll 
the 2-crystals - the quotients of the 2-dimensional crystallographic 
space groups. There are exactly 17 of them and they are shown in 
Table 2; the notation is that of (0.2.1).
(0.6) Definition: An orbifold F-fibration Q -E-> B is a projection
■v
p: |Q| -*■ | B| such that each x e B has a chart U = U/r such that, for
1 f\j
some action of r on F , p (U) = (U » F)/r (where r acts diagonally). 
The product structure should be consistent with p i .e .  the following 
diagram must comnute:
U » F ---^ ---- > p_1(U) £ Q
projn. to _
f i r s t  factor
U --------- > U £ B
B is called the base of the fibration and the generic fibre is p \ x )  
for any non-singular point x e B ; 1t may be a quotient of, rather than 
equal to, F . For instance, we shall deal with S^ fib red  orblfolds with 
generic fibre ml . //
(0.6.1) Definition: An (n-fold) section of an S^ fib ration  Q-E-> B 
is a loca lly  2-sided closed 2-suborbifold F c Q such that p|F : F B
is an n-fold covering map of orbifolds. //
Ta.blc 2. TUc_ I ? ___ 7 -  C -^bo, ^
G«.. £ s IR’/ g,
|6| *■ ilplere
|6|r^Ure
A î
Av
A«
|6>| 9 a^uUs
z ■"-=—
|Ä|s K.Pe>* tort*«
I 61 » ¿¡%c ©
l&t *
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(0.6.2) Definition: Let Q B be an S^-fibration which is  closed, 
connected and oriented (so in particular the generic fibre must be S1 
and not ml). Let N(Xg) be a closed neighbourhood of a non-singular 
point Xq e B such that p" N(xfl) = v * S , a regularly-fibred solid 
torus. There exists an orbifold section of the bundle over the complement 
of N(Xq) whose boundary can be written as
3Fq = aa + Bb
in H.| (31p” 1N(x0) | ; Z ) , where a and b are the (suitably oriented) 
meridian and fibre of 3|p 1N(Xq) | . The Euler number is defined to be
eQ(P) = -B/a ;
i t  is  an invariant of Q -E-> B [Du 1:2.1.31 and represents the obstruction 
to extending Fg to a global section.
A (closed, connected) non-orientable S^-fibration Q -E-> B always 
admits such a section and so in such cases we define eg(p) ■ 0 .• .j
(0.6.3) Proposition: I f  Q' — -— > Q is a covering map of closed,
P ' j  _ | p
B' — £— > B
connected S1-fibred 3-orbifolds sending fibres to fibres with degree d 
and projecting to a covering map $ : B‘ B of degree 6 then
e0(Q ') - («/d) e0(Q) . □
14
The following theorem of Bieberbach [Bie 2] te lls  us that classifying 
the 219 3-dimensional crystallographic space groups up to conjugacy by
3affine homeomorphisms of F  is the same as classifying them up to ordinary 
group-isomorphism:
(0.6.4) Theorem CSchw 1:3.21: Any isomorphism e:G-| G2 between 
n-dimensional crystallographic space groups is  realized by an affine 
homeomorphism f :  Rn -*■ F n i.e .
e(g) - fgf for a ll g c G^  .
□
In practice i t  is usual to c lass ify  up to conjugation by orientation­
preserving affine  homeomorphisms, leading to 230 d istinct groups; the 
11 pairs which d iffe r from one another by an orientation-reversing map 
are called amphioheiral pairs. I t  follows that equivalence at the orbifold 
level is by orientation-preserving affine isomorphism or, equivalently by 
the above theorem, just by orientation-preserving smooth isomorphism. This 
is exactly how Bonahon and Siebenmann performed the c lass ification  in 
[B + S:SYl, from which come Propositions (0.7.1) to (0.7.6). In what 
follows, G is a (euclidean) crystallographic space group.
(0.7) Défin ition: Given a 1-dimensional linear subspace V = Uv:A  e F )  
o 3
of RJ  (for some non-zero vector v^ c F  ) , the cosets of the form a + V ,
■, 3
where a e RJ  , détermine a (géodésie) fibration of F  which we dénoté by
15 -
3 3 3R /V = fa + V : a e R ) . 1R is said to be fibred in direction V and
3a group G preserves V i f  R /V is preserved by the action of G on 
«3
Such a fibration which passes through at least two la ttice  points of 
a group G is called a rational fibration for G . ^
1 3(0.7.1) Proposition: A geodesic S -fibration of a crystal IR /G l if t s
3
to a fibration of 1R whose direction V satisfies:
( i )  i t  is preserved by Gœ
( i i )  Gq contains translations in direction V .
3 1Conversely, such a family in F yields a geodesic S -fibration 
of 1R3/G . 0
(0.7.2) Proposition: I f  G^  contains a non-trivial rotation or reflection 
g which preserves V then' (0.7.1( i i )) holds i.e . GQ contains trans­
lations in direction V . Moreover, GQ contains a rank 2 subgroup of 
translations perpendicular to V .
These two Propositions te ll us that, provided Gœ contains an element 
g as 1n (0.7.2) (which, for most G , i t  does), by flbring F 3 in 
the preserved direction V this projects to a geodesic S1-fibration of
3
Q « F  /G , which we write as:
( R3,V )/G - Q -£-> B .
- 16 -
(0.7.3) Proposition: A closed connected S^-fibred 3-orbifold Q -L> B 
is smoothly isomorphic to a 3-crystal i f  and only i f  B is euclidean and 
eQ(p) = 0 . □
(0.7.4) Proposition: I f  Q —E-* B is isomorphic to a crystal IR'Vg then 
i t  is fibred-isomorphic to a geodesically S^-fibred crysta l. g
(0.7.5) Proposition: A smooth fibred isomorphism f:Q^ -*• Q^  of geodesically 
S^-fibred 3-crystals can be replaced by a fibred affine isomorphism.
□
Using a ll this machinery, Bonahon and Siebenmann conclude that classifying 
geodesically S^-fibred 3-crystals up to fibred affine isomorphism is the 
same as classifying a ll S^-fibred 3-crystals up to smooth fibred isomorphism, 
and that these objects can be recognized by having eQ(p) = 0 and a 2-crystal 
as base (see Table 2).
Thus i t  is possible to provide an alternative c lass ifica tion  of the 
crystallographic groups by determining a ll the S^-fibred 3-crystals up to 
fibred isomorphism. The only obstacles are:
( i )  Some groups G (36 out of 230) do not preserve a direction 1n
3
R (so G does not satis fy  (0 .7 .2 )) and consequently their 
3-crystals cannot be fibred. These are dealt with in §6.
3
( i i )  Some groups G preserve more than one direction in IR (sometimes 
In fin ite ly  many!), leading to as many as three d istinct fibrations 
of F3/G which need to be collated. The results can be seen in
Table 4.
§1. The Local Fibre Types and their Fibred Double Covers.
The f ir s t  step towards a classification  of the S^fibred 3-crystals 
is to determine their local structure; th is is exactly what Bonahon and 
Siebenmann do in [B + S: 57], where they number the d istinct (loca l) 
fibre types, both orientable and non-orientable, from 0 to 19. This 
thesis aims to c lass ify  the black and white groups (§3) by constructing 
fibred double covers of the S^-fibred 3-crystals (554-5). The f ir s t  
stage in this process is to construct such covers for these local fibre 
types; this is the purpose of the current chapter. I t  also affords an 
opportunity to examine closely these "building blocks" of S^-fibred 
3-orbifolds and to complement [B + S] by drawing them,so far as is possible.
To make a complete l i s t  of the local fibred double covers we take 
each of the 20 fibre types in turn and factor out by a ll the possible 
fibred involutions (fibred double covering translations). The restriction 
to the fibres and the projection to the base space necessarily have order 
either one or two, which observation enables us to establish exactly the 
permitted involutions, since i t  restricts us to certain actions depending 
on the nature of the base.
Let Q' B' be a local fibre type with fibred involution
p:Q' -*■ O' projecting to pg,:B' ■* B' on the base. I f  B' is a cone 
with angle 2n/a‘ (so B' - D2/Za ,) then pB, can be: the identity map; 
a reflection; or a rotation through ir/a' , a ll fixing the cone point.
I f  B' is a corner of angle tt/o ' (so B' = D /¿ 2 a ')  ^ en PB' mus*
18 -
be either the identity map or a reflection fixing the dihedral point 
(this includes the case of a mirror i .e .  o' =1) .
For the fib res, i f  p^ ., is the restriction o f p to a generic 
fibre then when these are 's we can again have the identity, a 
reflection, or a rotation. When the fibres are m i's , only the identity 
or a reflection (through the centre of the fib re) are possible.
The results are given in the form of a small table for each fibre 
type Q' -E-> B' lis tin g  those Q-E-> B (with fib re  f )  of which i t  
is the fibred double cover, together with a description of how the covering 
map acts on the base and fibres of Q' . Hence we have:
Q' ----*---- > Q
fibre fibre _f . JP f  [P
B' ----*---- > B ,
where $:Q' -*■ Q is  the fibred double covering induced by p:Q* -*• Q'
and $:B' B is its  projection to the base spaces (and so is either a 
single or a double covering map of 2-orbifolds).
At the end of the chapter these small tables are compiled into the 
more useful form of Table 3. This expresses the coverings 1n the opposite 
way to that in which they were derived i.e .  i t  l is ts  the local fibre types 
q _E_> b followed by those fibre types which are their fibred double covers. 
I t  is divided into five sections as follows:
Q -2—> B is double covered by O' -E-> B'
fibre S 1 fibre S 1 and B' double covers B (Table 3 . 1 )
II ml II ml II B' double covers B (Table 3 . 2 )
II s 1 II S 1 II ♦:B’ = B (Table 3 . 3 )
ll ml II s 1 II ♦:B‘ = B (Table 3 . 4 )
ll ml II ml II ♦:B' - B (Table 3 . 5 )
This breakdown makes l i f e  easier for us when we are constructing 
global double covercof a given fibred 3-crystal (554,5), since i t  enables 
us to systematically produce covers of a different kind without wading 
through unnecessary information to do so. The diagrammatic notation for 
the fibre types is that of [B + S ]. They are not used here in the order 
in which we describe them, but for explanations the unacquainted reader 
may turn ahead in this chapter to the relevant fibre types.
( 1 . 0 )
p' is just projecti
Q' = D2 * S1
|p- l
B' - D2
onto the f ir s t  factor.
Q' is the neighbourhood of a regular -fibre and so is just a 
regularly fibred solid torus, a special case of Type 1 which we examine 
next. Consequently we only summarize the results here.
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Action of p 
on Base (p^)
Action of p on 
central Fibre B Q f
CD
¿
vo
id. rotn. o o S1 0
id. r e f l . o xo ml 12
rotn. id . 2 < D 0/2 < 3 1 1
rotn. rotn. 2 * 0 1/2 O 1
rotn. r e f l . 2 < 3 < D
k 1
4
r e f l . id . 0 5
r e f l . ro tn . tr 6
r e f l . r e f l . ^  j 2
(1.1) Type 1 e ’/ a ' - O Q‘ ^ (D2 X s1) / zz ,a 1
I
o' O  B' = D /2Za '
2 1 The generator of 2 q1 acts by rotating D through 2ir/a' and S
through -2ire'/a‘ (with the usual orientation conventions, so that
ppositive rotations of D are anticlockwise seen from above and positive 
1 2rotations of S go upwards from D ) . We assume that -a'/2 < 6' s a'/2 , 
since by an orientation-preserving fibred isomorphism we can ensure that
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2 1On the le f t  is  D * S , indicating the action of the generator
of Za , sending *q to to *£ etc. on repeated application. On
the right is a fundamental domain for this action, looking like  a "s lice
of cake". The fibre is no longer vertica l because i t  has been twisted
so that the top and bottom, which are identified by the action of D , ,a
l ie  over one another. Q' is  formed by making this identification (by 
a vertical translation) and then identifying the two vertical sides, by 
rotating about the central fibre. This yields a solid torus with a 
twisted fib ration. I t  is  exactly the same structure as the twisted fibre 
neighbourhoods which occur in Se ife rt manifolds [S e i] ,  except that the 
central fibre consists of points which are singular of order 6* and so, 
when o' and e' fa il to be co-prime, i t  is not a manifold. Starting
I
with this description of Q' — K-> B' , le t  us look at various involutions, 
expressed as ( p b i , p^.) , and see what occurs.
(1.1.1) ( id . ,  rotn. )  We deal separately with the cases (a) ¡Tr = even,
(b) I 7" = odd.
(a) Ô7" * even
We are cutting Q‘ ve rtic a lly  in two and "folding up" along the central 
fibre. I f  6, a, B, e tc .,  are the invariants of the quotient Q -E-> b
Q' -
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then we have
6 = 261 and a = a 1
(the la tte r since the action on the base is the iden tity ). Thus a 
and equating distances gives
2 TT 6^*
 ^ a1" = f 1 (4* + k i> ~V- -2 + kl>a a
(k l cTL)
and hence
k.a1"
6* = B1"* + — —
2
We must have B* 6 = 1  (mod a)
i.e . (T* + k} f)i - k2 f + l INS zTL)
We know that Jr* B"r = kja1- + 1 (k3 eZZ)
so, combining equations, we get
Jr* (b - F1”) = constant. —
2
Hence, since ( J r*,oTr ) = 1 , we have
B - e1" = mar/2 for some m e TL .
So e = 66 = 6' ( IF  + )
■ 26'6"r + 6'mar = 2b ‘ + ma'
We require - |  < e s £  . for which there is a unique value of m .
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(b) o f  = odd.
?■ "
* *
*»VK> be*tx>»-'
Now we have 6 = 6* and (since a = a') a = c f  . Further,
i j | i  = $, (2n»l) + J ,  (m c 2 )  .
a <f
where the (2m+l)ir/6' rotates the top so that *1 lie s  over *Q 
But
and so we have 6* = B~r* + (2m+l )aT
2
where m e L ensures that th is lie s  in the range (- = ( "  7  » 7  ^
8 satisfies B B* = 1 (mod a) ,
so
We know that
^  (B1-*  + (2ith-1 Jo f )  = k^o + 1 (k-j e TL)
I f  B1"* * kgof + 1 (k2 £ TL)
so we get B ^ B  - 28^ ") = constant.^  ,
which, since ( i f . B ^ )  - 1 . gives
6 - 2B7 na i . e . 8 = 26  ^+ na1 (n c ZZ)
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Hence 6 = 66 = 6 '(2Fr  + ncT1’) =26' + na' ,
for which there is  a unique n e TL giving 8 in the range (- =
Thus both cases give the same answer and we have the combined result
that:
8' « < ^ 7) (id.rotn.) 2b' + na' /Where
- | ,<2B,+na'<
(1.1.2) ( rotn., id .) These are best dealt with together.
(1.1.3) (rotn.,rotn . ) Using the same notation as before, because the
action on the base is rotation we immediately have
a = 2a 1
When a1" is even we have the following situation:
rr !?*-
Sy *» 
W W
The involution sends *g to *-j or *g 
and everything else accordingly. Hence
a = 2a' , 6 = 6 ' ,  a = 2 a1” ,
and
k.it
SO -jt + i H *  ,6 -r a
and therefore 6* -
8 satisfies BB* «
i .e# B(fTr’
2a1
(some e 2 )
iB1”* + k.-a1’) * kp.2oTr  + 1 (some kg e 2 )
M,
ro
|P
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Moreover B7" B1-* = kJIT" + 13' (some k j t 2 )
and so B7"*(B - B1-) = constant.â7"
Since (ar,Jr*) = 1 we get B = B7" + mû7" (m c Z )
i .e. B = B' + ma'
Since we require “ §" * 6 5 § i .e .  -a1 < 8 £ a ' , there are exactly
two solutions for B in the required range, namely B = B' and either 
B = 8‘ + a' or B = B ' - a '  (but not both).
When a' is odd the set-up is s ligh tly  d ifferent,w ith a = 2a' and 
6 = 26' , but careful analysis yields the same resu lt. To summarize, we 
nave:
(1.1.4) ( ro tn .,re f l. ) When B7-* =0 i.e . the fibres are ve rt ic a l, 
we have:
The boundary of Q -E-> B 1s a Klein bottle fibred by orientation- 
preserving c irc le s ; the central fibre 1s an mi-fibre. Q has two non- 
manifold points, at either end of this fib re; a neighbourhood of such a
point has underlying space the cone on FP12
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(1.1.5) Lemma: I f  in (1.1.4) we have I f *  ¿ 0  i .e .  the fibres are 
not vertical (and note that they cannot be horizontal) then a fibred 
involution p of the form (p b , , p ^,) = ( ro tn .,re f l.) is impossible.
Proof: Let Q* —^— > B' be of slope 8'/“ ’ t 0 (so in’* / 0) . Choose
any fibre in 3 ^  , together with the distinct fibre to which i t  is sent
by p (distinct because p acts as rotation on the base and so has no 
fixed points other than the cone point i t s e lf ) .  Since p reverses the
sense of the fibres, the following set-up occurs somewhere on 3p‘ ” ^N(Xq) :
(identify top to) 
bottom
exactly once. But since
p(C*0’ * l  >) n CW  *
*q p > *i ,and the fibres are sent to one 
another by p as indicated by the arrows.
*q and *i can be chosen to l ie  on a 
geodesic [ ‘ g ,^ )  which is  horizontal 
( i.e .  part-bounds a meridian disc with 
geodesic boundary) and which meets each fibre
*g -£-> *1 -^ -> *g , and pB, is a rotation (so 
, the above picture must look like :
identify top 
to bottom I.e .  *g lie s  opposite
Since [* o * V  meets each fibre exactly once,1t 1s clear that the fibres 
cannot be twisted I.e .  they are vertica l. Q
To summarize, the only case that occurs is :
%'<CD (rate. , 2k' ) .
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(1.1.6) (r e f i . , id .)
(1.1.7) (r e f i . ,ro tn . )
O
Again, the two cases are best dealt with jo in tly . 
Here p ^, refers to the action of p on the 
central fib re . We certainly have the following 
three cases:
t<D < 0  j %<D < 0
The second of these merits a closer look.
The involution corresponds to a reflection 
in the shaded "helix" (which is  rea lly  a 
Môbius band, since the top is  identified 
to the bottom). This gives straightforward 
reflections across fibre f-j (corresponding 
to ) and reflections combined with a
w-rotation (in  the fibre direction) across 
fib re  f 2 (corresponding to ).
(1.1.8) Lemma: The above three cases are the only ones that occur.
Proof: Suppose we have f 0 , J (in  lowest terms); thus our fibration
f\j f\j
has an iT’-fold cover Q‘ B' as follows:
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Any fibre in l i f t s  to cTr vertical copies of its e lf  in aQ* ; note
that a7" 2  3 . The fibred involution on Q' — > B' , which sends
exactly two fibres to themselves (not necessarily fixing any points, though),
•V/ 'V/
must l i f t  to a fibred involution on Q' B’ which does the same. But, 
because cTr 2 3 , this cannot be so, for such a map of O' to its e lf  
cannot be equivariant with respect to the covering of Q' -E—> B' as i t  
is required to be.
Finally, observe that ( r e f l . ,ro tn .) cannot occur on < CD
(remember that the rotation refers to the central fibre here). n
We therefore have only the following three cases:
• ¿ o  > £ )  ----------
% .< D  tr,<l {0  ----------
• o
‘O
(1.1.9) The remaining cases when Q' -E-> B' is of Type 1 can be dealt
with sim ilarly, giving us the following complete l is t :
Action of p Action of p Type of
S I on Base(pg,) on Central Fibre B Q f Q -E> B
id. rotn. -'-<D s1 1
% o id. re fi. <•«0 < 2 •ml 13
1d. r e f i . cO) r 14
»¿■O
f  rotn. 
\ro tn .
id. *1 
r e f l . J
» « 'O 1
%'<D rotn. r e f i . »«■•o <D 4
<«•<3 re fi. id. w 'O <0 •s1 7
"4.0 re fl. 1d. *«'<D O 9
v O r e f i . rotn. «• <3 £ ) 8
re f l. r e f i . *'<D i-o  . 3
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~ ,n2 ,.1( 1 . 2 )  T y p e  2 :  ^  Q '  =  ( D ^ S ' J / Z
l P’ +
B' = D
Eg, lies as two parallel horizontal lines bounding a band of mi-fibres.
We can perform identity and reflection operations on the base and 
either the identity or reflection on the ml-fibres, giving the following 
complete l is t :
Action of p Action of p Action of p
on Base (pg,) on mi-fibres on S'-fibres B £
Type of 
f  Q+B
id. 
id. 
id. 
r e f l . 
r e f l . 
r e f l . 
r e f l .
id . r e f l . . vert. ' plane
r e f l . r e f l . ,hor.'plane
r e f l . rotn.
id . id .
id . r e f l . .v e rt.'plane
r e f l . - rotn.
re f l. r e f l . ,hor.'plane
l o 1 5
- m l
1 6
2
a , a ° 1 0
a a * • s 1 3
n , a . * 1 1
a ,> 3
(1.3) Type 3: » ¿< ) Q'  -  p ^ S 1 ) / ^ '
i  P ’l  1
,•<0 B' - D2/A2a.
A, , 1s the dihedral group of order 2a' ; we assume that a ' * 2 since 2a 2
a ' = 1 is just Type 2. The generator of 2Q. s a2o, rotates D through
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-l- and through -2u 
8 *slope “ r) , whilst each element of A_ ,OL CCL
2 1 D and S1
( i .e .  just as for a Type 1 fibration with 
, acts by reflection onï
Thus Q is the quotient of the aforesaid Type 1 fibration 
by a fibred involution:
6'
On the le f t  is the Type 1 fibration and on the right is its  fibred quotient
by an element of A_ , - Z , . The top and bottom of the figure are each 
col a
identified to themselves by reflection  across the diameter of the disc as 
shown. The singular set Eg, therefore consists of two horizontal lines 
which are singular of order 2 (being the fixed points of the reflections) 
together with, when 6' > 1-, the vertical central mi-fibre, which is 
singular of order 6* . These objects combine to form a le tte r "H" (on 
its  side). By twisting the two horizontal parts about the axis formed by 
the vertical spur the fibres can be made to l ie  ve rtica lly , giving one of 
two kinds of picture.
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The distinction is that when a1" is even the mi-fibres begin and end 
on the same order 2 component of Eg, , whereas when a1^ is odd they 
run from one such component to the other. Thus in the f ir s t  case the 
projection p‘ :Q‘ -*• B' folds each order 2 component onto half of Eg, , 
whereas in the second case p' maps each such component homeomorphically 
onto a ll of Eg, .
The special case when B' is zero is worth noting:
I t  looks just the same as a 
Type 2 fib ration, except that one 
of the mi-fibres now consists of 
points which are singular of order a'
Admissible fibred involutions of Q' — > B' , projecting to the 
identity or a reflection on the base,and the identity, a reflection or a 
rotation on the generic s]-fibres (restricting  to just the identity or a 
reflection on the central mi-fibre), are summarized in the following table:
(1.3.4)
n, Action of p Action of p Action of p on B
ii- on Base(pD1) on Central Fibre Generic Fibres —
__________ *______________________ (Pf .)
Q
Type of 
f  Q •+ B
* f < ) ,1. A - ■ o  ‘ f t l ?
a . a . « P .  (  ¿ U ! * ) - o  r o h
% • < > j r x \ \ **< • U * : .  > » • < U
« • < , J
f  l *  . ( * '  •  )
^ r f| l . (I* • * * l )  J 3
* 0 t«1 < 4 . A V ' O
i O
* 0
11
Ç  J
r t 4 * " O
3
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It is a ro u tin e  exercise to check these,so we w ill only do some of 
the more attractive examples.
(1.3.6) Now look at (pB ,,pf l ) = (id .ro tn .). When iTr is even,the
action on the central fibre is the identity and we have:
i.e . B* ■ S7-* + k ^  .
We require S*B ■ 1 (mod a) i .e .  (B1"* + k^cT’Je * + 1 (kg e
and also know that B^B' = kjo1’ + 1 (k^ e 2Z) ,
BT*(8 - Br ) * constant.^ .so
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Using (ôTr , J T'*) = 1 gives: 6 (m £ Z )
and so B = 6-6 = (B 1' + n£ ) .26’ 
2
= 26 ' + ma’ .
When a7- is odd the fibred involution corresponds to rotating 
Q' about a suitable horizontal axis, giving a different calculation 
(with a = a' , 6 = 6 ' )  but the same result.
(1.3.7) F ina lly  we look at (pB ,,p f l ) = ( r e f l . r e f l . ) .  Again dividing 
into two cases, when a’T is even we have:
The involution corresponds to rotation about a horizontal axis; i t  
identifies the existing order 2 singular sets and creates a new one. With 
the usual notation we have:
6 = 6 ' ,  a = 2a'
6 = e"r + mcT- (so B = 81 + ma* , where m e Z ) .
Thus, in order to satisfy  * f" * 6 * jr • ^ e  solutions are:
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Note that the action on the central fibre is reflection.
When a1- is odd we rotate about a vertical axis passing along the 
central fibre and obtain;
6 = 26' , a - 2a' (so a = a1) »
6 t f  + mg1- 2 (so e = e' + nia' , where m « TL) ,
yielding the same solution. The action on the central fibre is  the 
identity.
(1.3.8) I t  remains to show that Table (1.3.4) is complete. This is a 
sim ilar exercise to that which we performed for the Type 1 fibrations; 
essentia lly, i t  involves showing that once the fibres are "tw isted", 
certain maps do not make sense - the interested reader can check this 
at her (or h is) leisure.
(1.4) Type 4: <£7) - Q' - (D2*sVz2a
1 P‘ 1 i
B'
2The generator of , acts by rotation through */<*' on D and 
reflection on S1 ; thus Q' takes the form of a cylinder with points 
on the top disc identified by the antipodal map about its  centre (or, 
equivalently, by a rotation), and sim ilarly for the bottom disc. The 
central fibre is therefore an mi-fibre and is singular of order a ' . 
Its  two endpoints are non-manifold points (they have neighbourhoods with
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underlying space homeomorphic to the cone on IRP ) ; i t  is surrounded 
by (generic) S^-fibres and is the f ir s t  non-orientable local fibre 
type.
The table of objects of which i t  forms the fibred double cover is 
as follows:
(1.4.1)
2
Action of Action of p on Action of p on Type of 
Q -► Bon Base(pB.) Central Fibre S^ fib resip-, ) B Q f
id. id. r e f l . »-'•O ro
■
ml 13
id. r e f l . r e f l . w<3 ro * 14
id. r e f l . rotn. **'«o o
s 1
4
r e f l . id. - »«'<3 o 10
r e f l . r e f l . & at 11
That these are as stated is  an easy exercise. The omission of the action 
on the generic fibres for the last two is because i t  can be viewed as a 
rotation or a reflection, owing to the non-orientable nature of Q' ; 
the action on the base and the central fibre is enough to fu lly  specify p .
To ensure that this l i s t  is  complete, we must also prove:
(1.4.2) Lemma: There is no involution p whose projection to the base 
is a rotation.
Proof: Consider the action of p on stf1" , which is  a Klein bottle 
fibred by orientation-preserving c irc le s . We have one of the following 
two pictures:
Whichever way p maps f ‘ , although f '  and p ( f ‘ ) may coincide
(we have shown them as separate here for the sake of c la r it y ) ,  we cannot 
2have p = identity as required since the sense of f '  is reversed in 
both cases. □
2
TL2 acts by reflection on the base and the identity  on the fibres.
All the obvious combinations of action are admissible and we get 
the following table:
Action of p 
on Base(pg,)
Action of p on 
Regular Fibres(p^,) B Q f
id. rotn.„ s1
1d. r e f l . ml
r e f l . id.
pr e f l . rotn.
re fl. r e f l . J1
Type of
d - B
5
15
7
9
10
(1.6) Type 6: ¿ P  Q' * (02xS1 )/Z2
1 p'l 1
B1 - D2/E,
3^1
4it<  *1  S^OuM 
((£> '»% *  KlcV
TT-
Z2 acts by reflection on the base and rotation on the fibres; con­
sequently a ll the fibres are c irc les , even those over a|B1| . All the 
obvious involutions are admissible:
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Action of p Action of p on
on Base(pB,) Regular Fibres(p^,) B Q
id . rotn.
id. r e f i . XC ^
r e f i . id. •D
r e f i . rotn.
r e f i . r e f i . ,D D»
(1.7) Type 7: * 0  Q1 = (D2xS1)/A2a.
1 P1*
« O  B ' = D2/a? ,¿a
The generator of 2^, s ¿ 2 a ' acts by rotation on
Type of 
Q - B
5
16
9
8
11
identity map on fibres, whilst each element of A2 q i " 2 ■ reflects the 
base and is the identity on fib res. The picture is therefore exactly as 
for Type 5 (1.5) except that the central fibre is now singular of order 
a' . Hence the objects covered by Type 7 fibrations can easily be
derived from those covered by Type 5 fibrations. We assume a ' * 2 .
Action of p Action of p on Type
on Base(pB,) Regular Fibres(p^,) £ Q f Q
id. rotn. «•« ¿3 S1 7
id. r e f i . -•« ml 17
ref 1. id. £> 7
r e f l . rotn. W'^) iO ■S1 9
r e f l . r e f i . O 10
(1.8) Type 8= £ ) Q' - (D2xS1)/a2q.
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,2 C1The generator of TL^ , s acts by rotation on the base of D xS
and by the identity on fib res, whilst elements of a0 - Z , act byc.a a
reflection on the base and rotation of fibres. Analagously with the
relationship of Type 7 to type 5, Type 8 is just a more general version
of Type 6 with the central fibre now being singular of order a' . Again,
a 1 £ 2 here.
Action of p Action of p on Type of
on Base(pB ,) Regular Fibres(pf .) B Q f Q -» B
id. rotn. -•<5 io S1 7
id. r e f i . - 'O  1<0 ml 18
r e f l . id. -•< & 1 9
r e f l . rotn. S 3 \s1 8
re fl. r e f i . JX'O « J 11
(1.9) Type 9: iO  o' 4
1 D'l
( D 2 * s V A 4 a ,
I H. liter« n*rr#ri P Ì 
, « '0  B' *
i
»*'**.•
The generator of Z 2a' rotates the base through ir/a1 and the fibres
through * . Elements of a4qI - Z 2(j, act by reflection on the base
and identlty/reflection on fib res; we saw the nature of this 1n (1.1.6/7).
An S1-fibre (singularof order a ')  rises up the centre of the figure,
„ _ ... .... ... ... . iTTri , and the Type 6 fibresthe Type 5 fibres ("O-fibres") make up a|Q |^
( "r- fib res") l ie  1n the in te rio r. A fibred involution cannot map d istinct 
fibre types to one another and so must project to the base as the identity 
map.
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Action of p Action of p Type of
on Base(pB, ) on Fibres(p^,) B Q f Q -*■ B
id. rotn. " O s 1 7
id. r e f i . » ■ < 0 l & ml 19
(1.10) Type 10:
This is just Type 3 with slope 0/a1 (see 1.3.3) factored out by a 
reflection in a vertical plane (producing a m irror). Again, the only 
operation on the base is the identity map.
Action of p Action of p Action of p on 
on Base(pg,) on mi-fibres Generic Fibres(p^,) B
id. 
id. 
id.
(1.11) Type 11:
id. 
r e f i . 
r e f i .
r e f i . 
re fi, 
rotn.
Q
t *
T i p
mi
C1
Type of 
Q - B
17
19
10
-.2 cl,
p *4
B* D/A4a'
Just as for the previous type, this is produced by factoring out a Type 3 
fibration with zero slope. This time however, acts by reflecting the 
base and simultaneously rotating the -fibres through half their length. 
Thus we have no mirror, but instead get a non-man1fold point (marked ’x')  
in the underlying space.
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Action on p 
on Base(pB, )
Actions of p 
on mi-fibres
Action of p on 
Generic Fibres (pf .) B Q f
Type of 
Q - B
id. id. r e f l . ” 0 19
id. r e f l . r e f l . « 'O ’ f t 18
id. r e f l . rotn. 0 s 1 10
From here onwards (Types 12-19), the generic fibre of Q' ^— ► B' is 
always ml and hence so is the generic fib re of Q -E-> B .
(1.12) Type 12:
i
©
Q* *  (D^xsb/lg
p 'i
B' Ï
2 2 acts simply by reflection on the fibres and so Q' is just a cylinder
with mirrors at both ends. The following l i s t  of coverings is easily derived:
Action of p 
on Base(pB, )
Action of p
on Fibres(p^,) B Q
Type of 
Q B
id. r e f l . O  “O 12
rotn. id. , » • o  r* o 13
rotn. r e f l . ro 14
re f l . id. O  r<0 15
re fl. r e f l . ^  V 16
(1.13) Type 13: r O  Q' - (D2xS 1 )/(ZZa . x z 2) \ ;
I > 1
< 5 B' 2tf-fn.
This is just Type 12 with the central fibre replaced by one which is 
singular of order a 1 .
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Action of p Action of p Type of
on Base(pg, ) on Fibres(p^,) B Q Q - B
id. r e f i . -'<3 ro 13
rotn. id. »«■■O *•0 13
rotn. r e f i . To 14
re f i . id. - • o r£ ) 17
r e f i . r e f i . -• o 18
(1.14) Type 14: < D  Q* - (D2xS1 )/(22œ. X w ro ■fri-t r *
P ‘*
O B1 S D /Z2a'
f !
-  i , -rrer
)»••**■* ***‘c AllVl^odtJ M*f H«»0«*^v '*' •
The generator of Z2a' acts rotation on the base (through -n/a')
and on the fibres (through v). Z 2 simply reflects the fibres. Thus 
we have a Type 4 fibration (1.4) modulo a reflection in a plane perpen­
dicular to its  fibres, yielding the mirror on the base of our figure. 
Consequently there is now only one non-manifold point of the underlying 
space, marked 'x ' .
The boundary of IJ1- is an ml-fibred Mobius band and so, by a 
sim ilar argument to that of Lemma (1 .4 .2 ), the restriction to the base 
of any fibred involution p:Q* Q' can be only the identity or a relection 
but not a rotation. Moreover there is  only one such map for which pB, is 
a reflection. For suppose f, and f2 are the fibres which are mapped 
to themselves by p :
Q*
a of f j  i s  fixed  by p Then, s in ceFurther suppose that an endpoint
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p is continuous and non-triv ia l, i t  must exchange the endpoints c and 
c' of f2 and in fact be a reflection in a vertical plane. I f  a is 
not fixed then c and c ' must be,and we have the same case.
Action of p Action of p on Action of p on Type of
on Base(pfil ) Central Fibre Generic Fibres(p^,) B Q Q -<■ B
id. id. r e f l . *«'<3 I« o 13
re f l . id. - r £ ) 19
Q1 2? (D2xS1)/(Z2xZ2)
1 -•l I
B' = D2/Œ2
Q* is formed by a reflection of a Type 2 fibration in the vertical plane 
in which its  band of mi-fibres lie s :
Thus Q' consists of a ve rtic a lly  fibred parallelopiped which has mirrors 
on the top and bottom as well as on one face.
Action of p 
on Base(pB<)
Action of p 
on F1bres(pf l ) B a
Type of 
Q -*■ B
id. re f l. i 15
r e f l . 1d. ; p 17
re fl. r e f l. 19
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(1.16) Type 16: o s Q = (D
i ip'
a B1 * d2æ 2
Q* is again formed by reflecting a Type 2 fibration, but this time in 
a horizontal plane:
A band of ml fibres is surrounded by half-cylinders of mi-fibres folding 
onto i t .  The f la t  surface on top of the picture is a mirror.
Action of p 
on Base(pß, )
id. 
r e f l . 
r e f l .
Action of p 
on Fibres(pf , )
r e f l . 
id. 
r e f l .
Type of
B Q Q -* B
15
, D 19
,10 18
This is just Type 15 (1.15) with one 
of order o'
Action of p Action of p
on Base(pB, ) on Fibres(pf l )
1d. re fl.
r e f l . id.
r e f l . re fl.
fibre (in 3|Q 'I) made singular
Type of
B Q
Q -*• B
*¥> 17
*£ >
‘ * 0
17
- 'O 19
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(1.18) Type 18: 1 £ ) Q’ = (D2xS1) / ( a;
1 P ' l i
- < B' = d2/ a .Za
This is  just Type 16 (1.16) with one of the mi-fibres in the vertical 
band made singular of order a ' .
Action of p 
on Base(pg,)
Action of p 
on Fibres(pf , ) B 0
Type of 
Q + B
id. r e f l . -•< 17
r e f l . id. *'•<0 r <0 19
r e f l . r e f l . *-•^ 0 18
Q* is  isomorphic to a Type 3 fibration of slope a'/2a' 
in a vertical plane. The only fibred involution is one 
identity map on the base.
Action of p on Base(pB ,) Action of p on Fibres(pf l ) 
id. r e f l .
modulo a reflection 
which projects to the
Type of
B Q Q -*■ B
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§2. C lassification of S^-Fibred 3-Crystals.
Having f ir s t  determined the local fibre types in [B + ST, Bonahon 
and Siebenmann then use them to c lass ify  the compact connected -fibred 
3-orbifolds Q -*• B , dividing the problem into three cases:
(a) Q is orientable (and assumed to be oriented) - note that 
the generic fibre must be .
(b) Q is non-orientable with generic fibre .
(c) Q is non-orientable with generic fibre ml .
The base-free c lass ification  of such objects involves the assignment 
of a "weak data function" v to B , completely specifying the fibration 
up to equivalence of such functions. This equivalence takes the form of 
permissible changes ("moves") which may be made to V whilst leaving 
Q -► B unaltered up to fibred isomorphism (orientation-preserving, where 
appropriate).
The following is  a synopsis of the c lassification  in [B + S ], 
amalgamating (a) and (b) into a single case for generic fib re S1 , together 
with an explanation of why the data function takes the form that i t  does. 
F irs t we need a new term:
(2.0) Defin ition: Given an S1- f ibred 3-orbifold Q -E-> B and a mirror 
cycle C c B (0.4.2), i f  N(C) is  a regular neighbourhood of C in B
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such that p ^ (C ) is bu ilt en tire ly  of Type 2 and Type 3 fibrations 
then we refer to the singular subset of p ^N(C), i .e .
C = Eg n p_1N(C) .
as a Monteainoa cycle. (S t r ic t ly  this is a generalized Monteadnos cycle 
[B + S ], but we make no distinction here.) Sometimes C w ill be referred 
to as a Montesinos cycle, meaning that p \ c )  is . //
(2.0.1) Example:
( 2 . 1 ) Classification when the Generic Fibre is
II
(2.1.1) y assigns to B the Type Diagram for Q .
The type diagram takes the form of a picture of B marked to 
Indicate the local fibre types of Q over rB ; since the generic fibre 
is S1 these must be of Types 0 to 11. We w ill have occasion to refer to 
the weak type diagram of Q -» B , which is  the same thing except that 
the distinction between Type 5 and Type 6 fibrations is ignored 1.e.
and are drawn just as
(2.1.2) v marks by '» 's  a fin ite  number ns of points in a 1B| ;
these are not dihedral points and there is at most one per com­
ponent of a|B| . ns is congruent mod 2 to the number n^  of
Type 4 cone points.
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Q can be non-orientable by virtue of having non-orientable local 
fibrations or because i t  is glued together, over non-trivial loops in B , 
in a non-orientable way (or both). The la tte r can be depicted by indicating 
a minimal collection of d isjo int 1-submanifolds K in |B| - in t N(X^) 
along which one must cut to make p 1( in t|B | - N(X^)-K) orientable, where 
X^  is the set of Type 4 cone points. Since the class of K in
H.| ( |B | - in t N(X4) , boundary; TL2)
is well-defined and since 3N(X^) represents a collection of orientation- 
reversing paths, we can ensure that K meets any given boundary component 
at most once, and each component of 3N(X^) exactly once. Thus, in the 
base-free c lassification , i t  suffices to mark the appropriate components 
of 3|B| with a .
(2.1.3) When ns = n^  = 0 , Y assigns to B one of the Seifert Types Q , 
Nq, NpI , NnI I , Nn111 that can be realized by B.
We assign a Se ife rt type when 31K| = 0  in (2.1.2);
then either K = 0  or i t  consists of a collection of closed paths. By 
fixing a base point in B .these can be amalgamated to form a single such 
path which we shall also ca ll K . v then assigns Se ife rt types [Se il 
as follows:
0 : K = 9
Nq : K + 9 , |B| is orientable.
M -
is  orientable.y  : K / 0 » |B| is non--orientable
NnI I  : K * 0 » 1B | is non--orientable
K is 1-■sided,
y  1 1 : K t 0 • |B | is non--orientable
K is 2-■sided,
IB | “ K
|B|-K is  non-orientable, 
|B|-K is non-orientable,
Note that having Seifert type 0 ( i .e .  K = 0) does not by it s e lf
imply that Q is orientable - there must also be no non-orientable fibre 
types specified in (2.1.1).
Obviously, whether a given B has |B| orientable or not restricts
the possible Se ife rt types. There are further restrictions. I f  B
denotes |B| with its  boundary components closed o ff by discs then, when
B is a 2-sphere, v can only assign Seifert type 0 , since any suitable
non-empty K would have to run between components of a|B-int N(X^)|
and would be dealt with by (2 .1 .2 ). I f  B = IRP2 then only 0 and NnI
o
can occur, since cutting 1RP along a closed path always yields an
orientable component. I f  6 is a Klein bottle we cannot have NnI I I  , 
since cutting along a 2-sided loop leaves an orientable component.
(2.1.4) v assigns slopes 8/a e Q to the Type 1 cone points of angle 
2n/a and the Type 3 dihedral points of angle v/a in B .
These fibrations were explained in (1.1) and (1 .3 ); 8/o records
how "twisted" they are. We are not restricting e/a to lie  in ( »i 3
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(2.1.5) Y assigns a parity e c 2Zq to each Montesinos cycle C in a |B [ . 
The bands of mi-fibres coming from the Type 2 fibration pieces of
either an annulus or a Mobius band, denoted by e = 0 or 1 respectively. 
This parity can be altered by extending d ifferently over any given corner, 
corresponding to a unit change in slope there. However, i f  there are no
actual annulus or Mobius band, embedded as a 2-suborbifold in Q .
(2.1.6) When B is closed and Q is orientable ( i .e .  no non-orientable 
fibre types assigned in (2 .1 .1 ), no '* ' 's on 3|B| , and B 
has Se ife rt type Q _i_n (2.1.3)) then y assigns an Euler number 
eg c J) to B , subject to :
the obstruction to finding a global (n-fold) section of Q -*■ B and 
corresponds to the classical Euler number for fibre bundles. For Q to 
be purl 1 dean, eg must be zero.
(2.1.7) When n4 ■ ns = 0 • the Se ife rt type is not Q , and 3|B1 con
sists only of Montesinos cycles or is empty, then Y assigns 
to each C1 an integer e *(C1) ( 2  of the same parity as e ^ ) ,  
and a parity n t Z 2 to B .
p \ c )  can i f  necessary be extended over the dihedral points to form
corners in B then e(C) is  fixed and indicates that p (C) is an
x e X0} + t{Je (C ) : C is  a mirror cycle) cTL
where m(x) 1 when x is conical. (t í( i)
J when x is dihedral, ( t,*. •>
X® is the set of cone and dihedral points in B . eg represents
Since the Se ife rt type is not 0 here, this applies only when Q 
is non-orientable (though a ll the local fibre types of Q are orientable)
I f  a|B| f t , choose a 1-fold section s of p over 3N(3|B|) , 
together with the standard 2-fold section t of p over
N(3 |B|) - {corners}
having slope zero over 3N(x) , for each corner x . Then i f  s ,t  
re s tr ic t to si , t i over 3N(C.j) they have intersection number
e ‘ ( C i) = sr t. e Z  in p-1(3N(C.j)) , with the same parity as e ( )  ;
n£ Z~ is  the obstruction to extending s to a 1-fold section of p 
over B-N(X°) so that i t  has slope zero over 3N(x) for each cone point 
x £ B . Changing the choice of s w ill of course change c' and n .
I f  3|B| = 2 then we have only n to define and we do so in the
obvious way : n = 0 i f  there is a 1-fold section over B-N(X°) having
slope zero over 3N(x) for each cone point x e B ; otherwise n = 1 •
We can a lte r n by changing the parameterization (hence the slope) at a 
cone point.
N.B. This case - when 3|B| = 0 - seems to have been ignored in [B + S ].
In (2.1.1) to (2.1.7) we have shown how to 
an S^-fibred 3-orbifold Q B (with generic fib re S1) using a "weak 
data function". We now need to specify when two such functions represent 
the same ( i .e .  a fibred-isomorphic) orbifold.
(2.1.8) Weak data functions v are equivalent up to the following moves, 
which neutralize the choices of parameterizations, orientations, etc:
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(a ) Simultaneously change the signs of a ll slopes B/a c (J , al 1 
integers c' e Z  , and eQ c $ , wherever these are defined.
(t>i) Change the slope B/a at a conical point to B/a + n with n c TL .
When n c 22 is defined, simultaneously change i t  to n + n .
(b2) Change the slope B/a at a dihedral point to B/a + n , with
n e Z . When i t  is contained in a Montesinos cycle , simultaneously 
change the parity e  e Z 2 to e + n and, when defined, e’ e Z 
to e' + n .
(c ) For a Montesinos cycle C , replace the weight e 1 e Z  (when
defined) by e ' + 2 and simultaneously change n e Z 2 to n + 1 •
When B is not assigned Se ife rt type 0 in (2.1.3) we also have
the following three moves:
(d^) Slide a i£  31B| over a dihedral point x , simultaneously
reversing the sign of the slope at x from B/a e (1) to -B/a e C .
(d2) For any conical point with slope B/a , reverse i t  to -B/a .
(d3) On any component C of 3|B| , simultaneously reverse the signs
of a ll slopes $/a e Q) (when defined) and of the weight e ' c Z
(when defined) .
Note that,using (b1) and (b2), every data function can be normalized 
within its  equivalence class so that a ll slopes B/a « Q He in the 
interval ; i f  » does not assign Se ife rt type 0 to B in
(2.1.3) ( i .e .  i t  assigns one of the other four Se ife rt types, or
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ns + n4 > 0) • slopes e/a can be chosen to l ie  in the interval 
[0,$] . Using (c ) ,  every e'(C^) can be assumed to be equal to e(C.j) . 
We shall adopt these conventions as a matter of course.
(2.2) C lassification when the Generic Fibre is ml
(2.2.1) v assigns to B the type diagram for Q .
Local fibrations must be of Types 12-19.
(2.2.2) y marks a f in ite  number n$ of components of a|B| by 1 * 1 ' s , 
not more than one per component. n$ must be congruent mod 2 to 
the number of Type 14 points assigned by (2.2.1).
Just as for when the generic fibres are c irc les , the 's relate
to the homology class of the 1-submanifold K along which we cut to make
p '^ in t  |B| - N(X14)-K)
orientable, where X^4 is "now the set of Type 14 cone points.
(2.2.3) When X14 = 0 and no 's are assigned in (2.2.2) ,  y gives 
B one of the Se ife rt types 0 , Ng, NnI ,  NnI I ,  NnI I I .
As in (2 .1 .3 ), th is te lls  us that the submanifold K (c.f 2.2.2) is 
a loop in 1 n11B| ; the Se ife rt types are defined as before.
Equivalence of weak data functions Y when the generic fibre 1s ml 
is simply by equality, since no choices were made when producing y .
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Fortunately, much of this panoply of information is  superfluous to
our orbifolds must be euclidean. Proposition (0.7.3) te lls  us that we
eg(p) = 0 (see 0.6.2). Thus we must classify  fibrations Q -Ë-> B over 
the 17 closed euclidean 2-orbifolds i.e .  the 2-crystals (Table 2).
When Q is orientable we are subject to the further restriction  that 
e g ( p )  = 0 (th is is automatic, by definition, when Q is non-orientable).
( i )  Assign a type diagram to B , where B is one of the 17 
2-crystals.
( i i )  Mark by 's a fin ite  number n$ of points in s|B| ,
not corners, with at most one per component of 3|B| ,
such that ns .= n4 (mod 2 ), where n4 is  the number of type 
4 points assigned in ( i ) .
( i i 1) When n£ = n4 = 0 , assign one of the Se ife rt types to B 
subject to:
our needs, for we wish to look at only the S -fibred 3-crystals i.e .
are looking for a ll those Q -E-> B for which B is euclidean and
The classification of S -fibred 3-orbifolds in this restricted case
boils down to:
(2.3) Fibre S
Permissible Se ife rt Types
Ann
0
0
0
Mob
, 2
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( i i i )  Assign slopes &/a e (- J »| ] to each Type 1 and Type 3 
point in B and parities to each Montesinos cycle
C.j in B ; when Q is  orientable ( i . e .  no non-orientable 
local fibre types in ( i ) ,  no 's in ( i i )  and Se ife rt type 
0 in ( i i ' ) )  then these are subject to:
6(x)
E{m(x) ----} + z{$e(C .)} ( 2  ,
° ( x )  1
where m(x) is 1 for cone points and ¿ for dihedral points - 
see (2.1.6). Note that i f  there is only one Montesinos cycle C1 
then its  parity is automatically determined - when drawing such 
objects we therefore write the parity in parentheses or even 
o m it i t  entire ly.
( iv )  When ns = n^  = 0 and ( i i 1) assigns Se ife rt type other than 
0 then assign a weight n c2^ to B (we w ill assume that 
c'(C^ ) = e(C.) for a ll C1 - see (2 .1 .7 )).
(2.4) Fibre ml :
( i )  Assign a type diagram to one of the 17 2-crystals B .
( i i )  Mark certain components by '** 's as before so that
n$ = n14 (mod 2 ), where n14 is  the number of type 14 points 
assigned in (1).
(1i ■) When no 's occur in ( i i )  give B a Se ife rt type as 
per the l i s t  for fibre S1 .
(2.5) Using (2.3) and (2.4) we can now give the complete l i s t  of S^fibred 
3-crystals as Indicated in [B + S ]. Since Bonahon and Slebenmann's methods 
are purely topological, they offer no direct way of knowing to which crystallo-
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graphic space group each crystal corresponds; the aim of Table 4 is  to 
redress this. I t  l is ts  each of the f i r s t  194 space groups in the usual 
order (usual to crystallographers, that i s ) ,  denoting each group by its  
International Number and the widely-used International Symbol, together 
with a ll the S^-fibred 3-crystals which correspond to i t .  The l i s t  is 
divided into the 27 crystal classes fam iliar to crystallographers.
The table offers extra information over thit  ^was previously availab le, 
since i t  links the two methods of c lass ifica tion : the crystallographic,
3
looking at non-conjugate group-actions on IR ; and the topological,
3looking at non-isomorphic quotient spaces IR /G . The connection between 
the two is established using diagrams like that of (0.2.4) to perform a 
case-by-case analysis of the group actions and see which fibred 3-crystals 
they yie ld . I t  therefore serves as a cross-check of the work in [B + S ].
(2.5.1) The table is  divided into three columns:
Column 1 specifies the International Number (1-194), as used in the 
International Tables for X-Ray Crystallography [ITC]. The remaining 36 
groups (195-230) are not lis ted  since they fa il to preserve any direction 
in IR^  and therefore do not produce S^-fibred 3-crystals. Their (non- 
fibred) 3-crystals are dealt with in §6.
Column 2 gives the corresponding International Symbol for each of the 
groups. This, along with the Schonflies symbol, is a universally recognized 
means by which crystallographers denote crystallographic groups. Tables 
linking the two types of notation can be found in , for instance, [ITC] 
or [B + C].
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Column 3 l is t s  a l l  the -fibred 3-orbifolds corresponding to each
group. Although i t  may preserve in f in it e ly  many d is t in c t  directions in
3-orbifolds. This is  because fibering  in these diverse d irections leads 
to objects which a re , up to base-free fib red  isomorphism, the same as one 
another: th is is  best seen by remembering that a base-free fibred iso ­
morphism down in the o rb ifo ld , when i t  is  geodesically fib red , is  the same
The standard tables for these groups usually describe them by means 
of the Seitz notation, which specifies generators fo r the group action on
there is  more than one fibred 3-orbifold fo r  a p a rticu la r group the f i r s t
group specified by the Seitz  symbols as given in [ITCD. Conveniently, 
the symbols there are chosen so that the 0Z d irection  is  always a preserved 
one, when such ex is ts . Crystallographers w i l l  recognize th is as the 
principal axis.
Choices of d is t in c t  fib ra tlons occur only in certa in  cases:
3
The triclinic groups (Nos. 1 & 2) preserve any "ra t io n a l"  d irection in 1R - 
a ll of them lead to the same fibred c ry s ta l.  Fibering in an Irra tion a l 
direction (so a f ib re  passes through only one la t t ic e  point) leads to a
3 1IR , for any given group there are at most three corresponding S -fibred
3
as an affine homeomorphism up in the covering space IR . Whenever more
3
than one choice o f d irection in IR leads to fibred-isomorphic objects
this is  noted e .g .
(many) 3
O
IR with respect to a standard right-hand set of axes ( 0 , 0  ,0 ) . Whenx’ y* z
3
one lis ted  corresponds to .fibering IR in  the 0z d irectio n , with the
line bundle.
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For the monoclinic groups (3-15), there exists one direction leading 
to a unique crystal. The alternative crystals occur by choosing rational 
fibrations in the plane perpendicular to this (0.7.2).
The orthorhombic groups (16-74) preserve exactly three mutually per­
pendicular directions, leading to three fibred orbifolds which in general 
need not be equivalent.
(7S-H2) (14-3-m;
The remaining tetragonal and hexagonal systems of groups\preserve
3
exactly one direction in IR , with a correspondingly unique fibred 
crystal Q .
The cubic system of groups (195-230) fa ils  to preserve any direction 
and is omitted here: i t  is dealt with in 56.
The table is divided into the above systems of groups and sub­
divided into geometric crystal classes corresponding to the 27 distinct 
point groups Gœ which occur (0.2.1). In each of these 27 cases, the 
restriction of the action of 6  ^ to the base space is given, denoted by 
G^  . I t  determines what .possib ilities for B are availab le, and these 
are drawn next to i t .
(2.5.2) Orientation: As has already been mentioned, the group-actions 
are specified via the Seitz notation, with reference to a right-hand set 
of axes. Rotations about 0Z , say, are always anti-clockwise looking 
from above ( i .e .  from z to 0) . Thus, for the group P41, which 
has Seitz symbol {C jz : 001} , meaning "rotate through 2*/4 anticlock­
wise about the 0z-axis, simultaneously moving along the 0z*axis i of a 
unit in the positive direction", the fibration looks like :
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When a parity for a Montesinos cycle is given in parentheses this 
is because i t  is completely determined by other factors - this is the case 
whenever there is only one such cycle and Q is orientable. When the 
e  = 0 and e  = 1 cases are equivalent, as occurs in the third picture 
for group 52 (Pnna) and the pictures for groups 70 (Fddd) and 122 
(I42d), i t  is omitted altogether. In each of these cases the e = 0 and 
e  = 1 diagrams are equivalent by move (d^) followed by move (bg) (see
(2.1.8)). Whenever there is more than one Montesinos cycle, parities are 
labelled e  ^, Eg etc. We also assume for any such cycle C.. that 
e  1 (C.j) = e ( )  - this can always be made so using move (c) of (2 .1 .8 ),
provided that n suffers the corresponding change.
The assignment of Se ife rt type 0 has been omitted wherever i t  is  the 
only type possible - this avoids unnecessary tedium the orientable 
groups. Thus, wherever appropriate, i f  no Se ife rt type is  given then 
p’ 1 (in t |B|) is an orientable topological manifold. As a consequence 
the only diagrams which are labelled with a Se ifert type are those for 
which |B| = torus, Mobius. band, Klein bottle or projective plane. In 
fact a ll such objects realize more than one Se ifert type except for
Crystals which are mi-fibred are denoted by an " I "  on their le ft .  
For group 33 (Pna 2-j) and the f ir s t  picture for 43 (Fdd2), the 
cases n = 0 and n = 1 are equivalent by move (dg) followed by move 
(b j) , so n has been omitted.
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§3. Black and White Crystallographic Groups.
The novel approach to crystallographic groups of investigating the 
orbifold structure of th e ir compact quotients can be extended to an 
examination of black and white groups [Schw 1,2], [ J  + R ], [B + C].
(3.0) Definition: A black and white group consists of a euclidean
crystallographic space group G and an index two subgroup Hs G , written 
as an ordered pair (G,H) .
Two such pairs (G,H) and (G ',H ') are said to be •¡¿«ire-lent i f
3 3there is an orientation-preserving affine homeomorphism f: IR -*■ 1R such 
that G' = fG f '1 and H‘ = fHf-1 . II
(3.1) The history of th is branch of crystallography is best considered 
elsewhere; a good b r ie f survey can be found in the aforementioned [Schw 2], 
which also boasts a large and satisfyingly obscure bibliography. However, 
i t  w ill do no harm for us to sketch some of the background here.
Much of the early work was by Shubnikov [Shub.], for which reason 
black and white groups are also called Shubnikov groups. Given an n- 
dimensional space group H , a new group M can be created by allowing
an additional operation of "antisymmetry". I f  this is represented by e ,
2with e = Identity, then we have 
M - H u eH' ,
where H and G ■» H u H' are both space groups and |G:H| = 2 .
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I f  this seems a l i t t l e  ethereal then a few moments thought about 
how to represent such a group in practice should bring us back down to 
earth. As we saw in (0.2 .4 ), a convenient means of portraying a space 
group is  to consider a suitable motif at the origin and see how and where 
i t  is transformed under the action of the group. We can do this by bringing 
into the picture an additional feature which is allowed to have two states; 
the obvious choice is  to allow the motif to be transferred from black to 
white (and vice-versa) under the action of e
(3.1.1) Example:
-V ■V r»J  r*-* *  *
*
* -V r*-*
*
■V -V
M = H u eH' H * Pgg G = H u H‘ = P4gm //
This method of presenting black and white groups can obviously be 
extended to the 3-dimensional case, but with a corresponding increase 
in complexity which makes such diagrams very cumbersome.
(3.1.2) A black and white group (G.H) determines exact sequences
0 - Go -*• G G -*•oo 1u u u
0 - H0 - H - H -00 1
(1n the notation of (0 .2 .1 )). As an immediate consequence we can sub­
divide the Shubnikov groups M into two types:
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(3.1.3) Type I I I  Shubnikov Space Groups.
These have GQ = HQ and | : H j  = 2 . Thus
M = H u e(G-H) ,
where H' = G-H contains no pure translations.
(3.1.4) Type IV Shubnikov Space Groups.
These have G^  = and |Gq : Hq | =2 . Thus
M = H u e (E |^ }H  ,
where {E l. ) is the Seitz space-group notation for a (non-triv ia l) pure
l-Efi
translation ; E just represents the identity element of the point
group. In this instance we have
H' = G-H = {E |t }H .
An example of a type I I I  group is provided by (3.1.1) above, for 
which the extra (white) operations are c learly  elements of G^  . The 
following is an example of a type IV group:
(3.1.5) Example: *£« »Xt *  “f
• b *
* *  *
M = H u eH1 H = P4gm G « H u H'
Although at f ir s t  i t  may seem that the point group G^  has again been 
enlarged (as in the previous example), closer examination shows us that
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G is obtained from H by allowing a translation to the centre of the 
four la ttice  points which are marked for H , changing the la tt ic e  from 
"primitive" to "body centred". //
The alert reader w ill have noticed that nothing has been said about 
type I or type I I  Shubnikov groups. The former are simply the crysta llo ­
graphic space groups defined in (0 .2 ); the la tte r are the "grey" groups, 
and are t r iv ia l ly  obtained as
M = H u eH
for any space group H . Neither type w ill be referred to again. In 
fact, since the distinction between type I I I  and type IV groups w ill not 
generally be of concern to us, we w ill henceforth refer just to black and 
white groups.
Aside from mathematical curiosity, why should anyone be interested 
in black and white groups? One reason is  that they represent genuine 
physical objects. Whilst classical space groups depict crystalline 
structures, black and white groups have the added advantage of representing 
crystals which exhibit additional properties such as ferromagnetism and 
ferroelectricity - see [Schw.23, [C r.]. There is no need for us to restrict 
ourselves to two colours: the theory of n-coloured crystal symmetry is 
gradually being developed and already finding applications - see [Schw.2].
A more pertinent reason for investigating black and white groups, from 
the mathematicians point of view at least, 1s that the antisymmetry 
operation can be throught of as acting on a fourth co-ordinate s which
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is allowed to take two values, so that 
e (x ,y ,z ,s ) = (x ,y,z ,-s) .
This affords a useful step up from 3-dimensional space groups to their 
4-dimensional counterparts. Although 4-dimensional space groups have 
recently been classified [Bro ], they are far from being well understood. 
Handling black and white groups from the topological side of things as we 
have attempted to do here seems potentially to provide a neat way of 
looking at the corresponding 4-dimensional orbifolds by allowing us, in 
many cases, to understand them in terms of a double covering of -fibred 
3-orbi folds.
(3.2) Returning to Definition (3.0) the f ir s t  things to note are that 
i f  (G,H) is  a black and white group then H is automatically a 
crystallographic space group and that i f  G preserves a direction V 
in IR3 then so does H . Thus i f  G yields an S^ fib red  3-crystal
(1R3,V)/G = Q -E-> B
then
0R3,V)/H = Q’ -£-> B'
is a fibred double cover of Q — > B i.e .  we have the following 
commutative diagram:
(3.2.1) (1R3,V)/H « Q1 — *--> Q = (1R3,V)/G
p 'i ip
B' — *-- > B
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-*■ Q is the fibred double covering map and $:B' ■* B , its  
projection to the base spaces, is e ither a homeomorphism or a double 
covering map of 2-crystals.
I t  is tempting to assume that i f  a group G gives us a fibred 3-crystal
then the black and white groups (G,G-j) correspond to fibred double covers
of i t  up to some suitable equivalence. Unfortunately l i f e  is not quite
3that simple: some groups preserve more than one direction in IR , which 
can lead to complications. These are dealt with in (3.6.1)-(3.6.3).
From now on, unless otherwise stated, a "group" refers to a "euclidean 
crystallographic space group". This w ill continue to apply in the (mainly
topological) §§4 and 5. When the action of such a group G is orientation-
3 3preserving then Q = IR /G is orientable. We shall assume that IR has the
standard orientation by a right-hand set of axes, projecting to the same
for Q . I t  w ill be im plicit that an isomorphism of such orbifolds is
required to be orientation-preserving.
■  3
(3.3) Let G be a group which preserves some direction V in IR giving
a fibred quotient
0R3,V)/G = Q S-> B .
We wish to c lassify  the black and white pairs (G,H) up to equivalence.
F irs t a notion of equivalence for fibred double covers of Q B is
needed.
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(3.3.1) Definition: Let — — > Q and Q£ — — > Q be two
•¡I _  i" _
-> B -> B
fibred double covers of an -fibred 3-orbifold Q — B . Let 
Pj:Qj Q.j and p2:Q2 * 2^ be the resPect’ ve f ibred covering translations, 
which must be orientation-preserving when Q is orientable. The covers 
are said to be equivalent i f  there exists a fibred isomorphism -*■ Q£
such that the following diagram commutes:
Q-J  ^ > Qg
Pi I ip2
Bj  i — > B£
(where -*• B2 is just the projection of <|> to the base orbifolds)
and such that
♦  o  P| O  ♦  ' =  P j
pi p?i .e . the fibred isomorphism between Qj ---- > B^  and Q£ --- > B£
projects to a fibred automorphism of Q — > B . jj
(3 .3 .2 )\Let G be a group which preserves some direction V in IR . 
Let (G,H,) and (G,H2) be black and white groups.
I f
,  P
(IRJ ,V)/H1 = — j-> B]
0R ,V)/H2 = Q£
p2 Oi — Biand
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are equivalent fibred double covers of 
(IR3,V)/G = Q -E-> B ,
then (G,H-|) and (G,H2) are equivalent black and white pairs.
Proof: We have a fibred isomorphism ip' : ■ *  Q2 such that
Qj — ^ >  Q2
pil |p£ commutes, and tp' op^  oip' -1 P£ »
where p -j :Qj -*• Qj and p2:Q£ -«■ Q2 are the fibred covering translations. 
This projects to a well-defined fibred automorphism <p:Q -*■ Q ; note that 
<li is orientation-preserving when Q is oriented, since this implies that 
a ll the group-actions in G act orientation-preservingly.
Induced by ip:Q -*• Q is a group automorphism
(G - *,(<})) .
Since — > Q2 commutes, we have i p * | = <i»i
/pl
Q — * — ► Q
/p 5
i .e. ip*(H1) = H2
Bieberbach's second theorem (0.6.4) gives us an affine  homeomorphism 
f : IR3 -► 1R3 such that
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*V/ 'V/.lMg) = fgf 1 for a ll g e G
i .e. G = TbT ana n  ^- tm^t , as required.
F ina lly , note that f  is  orientation-preserving when * is . ^
Now i t  would be nice to prove something in the opposite direction. 
Sadly, i t  is not true in general that equivalent black and white groups 
give equivalent fibred double covers.
(3.4) Definition: Given a crystallographic space group G and a 
direction V in 1R which is  preserved by G , we say that
(IR3,V)/G = Q -E-> B
is  unique i f ,  for any W  ^ V which is also preserved by G
Q* •> B
is  not fibred-isomorphic to Q -E-> B . U
(3.4.1) Lemma: Given a unique fibration
(1R3,V)/G = Q -2-> B
o o
i f  f: 1RJ  -* IR is an affine homeomorphism such that fGf = G , then 
f  must preserve the direction V i.e .
f (IR3/V ) = IR3/V .
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Proof: F 3/f(V ) = f (F 3/V)
fG(F3/V)
Gf (F3/V)
G (F3/f ( V ) )
since
since
f is  affine 
G preserves V
Thus G
3
preserves 1R /f(V) , so we can look at
(F3,f(V))/G  = Q' COA
'“I
We know that Q -E-> B is unique to V,so i f  i t  can be shown that 
Q' —E— > B' is fibred-isomorphic to Q — > B then we must have 
f (F 3/V) = F 3/V as required.
But (lR3,f(V))/G = (F3, f _1o f (V ) )/ f_1Gf
= (F3,V)/G
3 3i.e .  the two fibred orbifolds are the same, so f(IR /V) = F  /V . g
3
(3.5) Proposition: Given a group G preserving a direction V in F  
such that
(F3,V)/G = Q -E-> B
is unique, i f  (G,Hj) and (G,H2) are equivalent black and white groups 
then
3 P i(RJ ,V)/H1 = Q] — -> Bj
and
(F3,V)/H2 = q2 b2
are equivalent as fibred double covers of Q — > B .
Proof: We have (G ,^ )  and (G,H2) and an affine homeomorphism
f : F 3 - F 3 such that
fG f '1 = G and f ^ f ' 1 = H2 .
The Lemma te lls  us that f(1R3/V) = F 3/V . We wish to show that there is 
a fibred isomorphism *:()•{ ■+ Q£ such that the following diagram commutes
and
(1R3,V)/H1 (1R3,V)/H2
4»o p i o<l>-1 p2 *
where p^Q] -* Qj and p2:Q2 -* Q2 are the respective fibred covering 
translations of Q.j and Q2 as double covers of Q -E-> B , and 
ij^ B-j -*• B2 is the projection of ÿ to the base spaces.
Let x e Q] , so x = H^ x for some >! c F  . Then
fHjX = H2fx = H2y , where ÿ = f(x ) £ F 3
'  y  £ Q2 •
By defining t|»(x) * y we have a well-defined map « p -*• Q2 with the 
following properties:
(3.5.1) i|i is  fibre-preserving: Let x,y e Q} l ie  on the same fibre.
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L if t  them to x,y c 1R3 ( i  .e . x = H^ x , y = H^y) . We are free to choose 
x and y so that they l ie  on the same 1-dimensional affine subspace 
preserved by G ; but then so do f(x ) and f(y ) . Thus i|i(x) = H2f(x)
. 3 Pi
and (y ) = H2f(y )  l ie  on the same fibre in (1R ,V)/H2 = ----> B2 ' □
(3.5.2) i|< is in je c tive : Let x,y c Q.j with x t y . x = H^ x and
y = H^ y for some x,y e 1R3 , and so we have
H-jx n H-jy = 0 , since x  ^ y .
But fH-|x = fx and fHjÿ = H1 fÿ ; since f  is a homeomorphism we 
must have
H2fx n H2fy = 0
i .e , <l>(x) t <i>(y) • °2
(3.5.3) f is surjective: Let y « Q2 , so y = H2y for some y t 1R3 .
Then
f _1H2y = Hi f " ' y •
Hence 4'-1 ( y  ) ■ H, (f" 1R3/H11 = Q1 • °3
Thus *:Q| - Q} is  a b ijection; i t  is clearly also both ways
continuous.
%
(3.5.4) i> makes the atlases compatible: Let U = U/r be a chart in
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Qj . Then the pre-image of U in IR consists of d isjo in t copies 
U.. of U (indexed by i d ) ,  and
( U U.)/H, = U/r = U . 
i d  1
Thus i|»(U) = ( f (  U U .) )/H?
i d  1 L
= ( U ( fU J J/ fH ^ f '1 = ( U V.)/H} . n
i d  i d  4
(3.5.5) \(<op^ = p2 0 «p : Let us look at how ifiop-j and p2o\|> are defined
c G-H
ij,0Pi : IR3 = H.| X » X r—----— > Y-jXcH^ (y j^ x ) > fYjXetfl^ H Y ^ J - i H g f J t Y ^ )
=  l/Hi I I I
1R3/H1 = Q-j» xi— —--- > Pi ( x) ►---*---><»0 P1(x)
cG”H
p?oi(i : IR3 2  H,x »X I------- »fxefH .i = Hgfx --- —>Y2fxeH2(Y2fx)
—  I"' I - I p I
1R3/H1 = Qi * x I-- i -- >*(x) I-------- 2------- > P2o<|.(x)
We must show that the sets
and H2Y2fx
are equal. Since G = fGf"1 and H2 = fH jf-1 , we must have 
G - H2 = f  (G-H-j ) f ” ^
3
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and hence
G - H1 = f _1(G-H2) f  .
Thus, since y-| e (G-H^) , we have
= f ~ \ 2f for some ^ 2  £ G'H2 ’
and so H2fy^x = H2f ( f  \ 2f)x
= H2y2fx for some (and hence a l l )  y2 e (G-H2) .
°5
In conclusion note that i f  Q-j (and hence Q2) is orientable then
*5 O  . . .
fdR -*■ 1R is orientation-preserving and so ip:Q-j -*■ Q2 is orientation­
preserving. D
(3.6) Since most of the 230 space groups G - 180 of them, in fact - 
preserve some direction V in R leading to a unique fibration (in 
the sense of Definition 3.4) , Proposition (3.5) is  suffic ient to allow 
us to c lass ify  a ll the black and white pairs (G,H) corresponding to 
such groups: we just have to l i s t  a ll the inequivalent fibred double 
covers of
(]R3,V)/G = Q -2-> B .
We w ill see how to do this 1n l§5 and 6.
The remaining 50 groups are of two kinds. 36 of them fa il to 
preserve any direction in 1R3 at a l l .  Thus, although they s t i l l  correspond
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to a 3-crystal
Q = 1R3/G ,
Q can no longer be given an S^-fibred structure. Groups of this type 
(which constitute the cubic class mentioned in (2 .5 .1 )) are dealt with in 
§6.
(3.6.1) This leaves 14 groups which give us the opposite problem:
3They preserve several directions in 1R , none of which gives a unique 
fibration. The f ir s t  two,
G = PI and G = PI ,
are the two most rudimentary crystallographic space groups in that they have 
the least structure. PI is  generated by translations along any three 
linearly independent vectors; PI is the same thing with an involution
through the origin added to i t .  Thus they both preserve every choice of
3 . . .  3direction in F  , and consequently every rational fo lia tion  of F  by
straight lines ( i .e .  passing through more than one la tt ic e  point) projects
to the same S1-fibration (see Table 4):
O f
1. PI 2. PT
The f ir s t  of these is just the orientable s'-bundle over the torus and is 
a manifold. The double covers of these two t r iv ia l cases can be dealt with 
separately, and are done so in §7.
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(3.6.2) The remaining 12 groups G are a ll members of the orthor­
hombic class ; they can be found by inspection of Table 4. Each preserves 
exactly three mutually perpendicular directions in IR , yielding the same 
fibred crystal three times over. Suppose that we have such a group G 
preserving Vq , Vg , (a ll d istinct) such that
(IR3.Ve)/G = Q -E-> B
for E = a.e.Y • Let (G.H..) be a black and white group; then 
(iR3.va)/Hi = Q-j — > Bi
is a fibred double cover of Q — > B and every fibred double cover 
corresponds to a black and white pair. However, unlike before, i t  is now 
possible for two such covers
<R3 . V a ) / H,  ■ Q ,  B ,
and
(F3,Va)/Hj  = Qj - J- *  Bj (1 i j )
to be inequivalent by Definition (3.3.1) but to correspond to equivalent 
black and white pairs. (Note that we must then have Qj isomorphic to , 
though not necessarily fibred-isomorphic.) By choosing a different preserved 
direction V. (so 6 = s or y) , and looking at
(1R3.V6)/Hj  = Qj Bfi ,
i t  is  possible for this to be equivalent, as a fibred double cover of
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nQ -lí-> B , to Q.¡ --- > ; consequently (G,H^) and (G,Hj) would
then be revealed as equivalent black and white groups, with the affine 
3 3homeomorphism fiR -♦ IR of Definition (3.0) sending Vq to Vfi
(3.6.3) How do we detect this behaviour in practice? F irs t note that, 
because s G , every Hi preserves the same directions Va ,Vg and
3
in IR as G (and perhaps more than just these). Secondly, because
these three are mutually perpendicular, every = IR /H^  obtained as a
double cover of Q w ill occur somewhere on the l is t  as being fibred in
the direction of the principal axis of Hi (see 2.5.1 ) ,  and in at
least one other direction i f  i t  gives an inequivalent covering (though,
when turns out to be monoclinic rather than orthorhombic, not necessarily
in a third inequivalent direction even i f  i t  ex ists). Thus, given the l i s t
pi Dof inequivalent fibred double covers Q. ----> Bi of Q —*—> B (we w ill
pisee how to produce this l i s t  in 5§4 and 5 ), for every ----> B..
which represents a non-principal choice of direction,we can pair i t  o ff 
piwith the Qj — “—> Bj corresponding to the principal axis, which we know 
must also occur. Doing this,we can decide which d istinct covers correspond 
to equivalent black and white groups and reduce the l is t  accordingly. We 
w ill see an example of th is in §7.
As we have just noted, the next task is :  given an S^-fibred 3-crystal, 
determine a ll of Its  fibred double covers up to equivalence. Looking back 
to (3.2.1), we observed there that these fa ll  into two distinct classes 
which w ill be considered separately.
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(3.7) Definition: Let $:Q' Q be a fibred double covering map of
S^-fibred 3-orbifolds, leading to a commutative diagram:
Q* ------* ------> Q
P ’ i  |P
B1 ---*-- > B
I f  $:B‘ ■*• B is the projection of 4> to the base spaces then i t  is 
either a double covering of 2-orbifolds (and so B = B '/p .where p 
is the projection o fth e  covering translation) or $:B' B is an iso 
morphism ( i.e .  B' = B) . In the former case we ca ll 4>:Q* -*• Q a 
Q-nover and in the la t te r  case an S-cover. ^
The next two chapters deal with these in turn: D-covers in §4
and S-covers in §5.
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§4. Determination of D-covers.
(4.0) We w ill informally refer to a D-cover as one formed by "unwrapping 
the base". Because certain groups G preserve more than one direction in 
F 3 , we need only consider 14 of the 17 2-crystals B as base (see 
Table 2 ). The excluded cases are:
Thus in finding D-covers of an -fibred 3-crystal Q ■+• B we need 
only be able to construct double covers Q‘ -*• B' for which $ :B ‘ B is 
a double cover taken from one of the following two sub-diagrams of Table 1.
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We proceed as follows: starting with Q B , for a given 
:B' —►B we wish to construct a conmutative diagram:
Q'
P‘*
B‘
->  Q
1c
* -» B
-1where 4>:Q’ -*■ Q is a fibred double covering map of S -fibred 3-crystals, 
projecting to f :B ‘ -*• B .
F irs t assume that the generic fibre of Q (and hence of Q‘ ) is S1 ; 
the case when i t  is ml is dealt with in  (4.9). Then we have the following 
diagram of two short exact sequences (where -n-|(Q) = Gq e tc .) :
GB’
n —> G/i
P* -> G
v
B
Z2 •
where n:GB Gg/Gg, = Z 2 is the natural homomorphism. 
Defi ne:
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GQ' = P*1 0 h  (gb, )
= id U Q, : V  "  gq (so $* is in jective)
Pi = 0 P* |gq, : V  "■ GB' (so pi is surjective)
We then have the following diagram of (horizontal and vertica l) short 
exact sequences:
( 4 . 2 )
where 
(<♦.¿.1) 
Proof:
n -
g q ' GB‘
1 = K [kp*zz - g q gb
1 nl
GQ^GQ' Z2
t :G q / gQ' • ^ ^ 2  i s defined by x(a’Gp,) = nop*(a)
Lemma: t :Gq/Gq , Z2 is  a well-defined isomorphism.
t is well-defined since:
(a.Gp, = B. Gg i ) <=> (aoB 1 cGq .) <=> (p*(aoB 1) £ ,)) ....
... <=> (p*(aoB_1) e ker(n))<“>(nop*(aoB"1)=id) <*> (nop*(a) ■= nop*(8)) .
That t is  an isomorphism comes from:
I f  a / 4>*(Gp.) (so a.Gp,  ^ id t Gp/GQ() then p*(a) t $*(Gg, ) ,
so p*(a) t ker(n) and therefore T(a.\> nop*(a) f id .
(This shows that t is In jective  and surjective, since we are mapping Into 7L^ .)
a
(4.2.2) Thus we see that a given $:B' -► B , and hence a given
-*■ Gg , determines a unique <t>*:GQ, -*• Gq and hence a corres­
pondingly unique S^-fibred 3-orbifold:
( F 3,V)/Gq, = Q* B' ,
which is a fibred double cover of (F3,V)/Gq = Q -E-> B .
Given Q B and a double covering map $:B' B , we start the
process of constructing Q' -*• B' by f i r s t  determining its  local structure
«v 2using Table 3.1. Let U = D /r be a (small) co-ordinate chart in B
--1  2 such that <|> (U) «= B' consists of components of the form D /I”  (where
r* S r) and
p_1(U) = (D2 x s 1 )/r .
We can do this because, for small enough U , p \ l) )  corresponds to one 
of the local fibre types 0 - 1 1  (see §1) and has one of the following two 
forms:
(D2 x S1)/ Z a or (D2 x s1 )/&2a
+ +
D2/ 2La D2/42a .
2 1where both groups act fibre-preservingly on D « s and the projections 
to D2 are fa ith fu l.
Since $:B‘ B is  a double covering, $ \ u )  consists of either a 
single connected component which double covers U (so | r : r *| * 2) or
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two d isjo int copies of U (so I”  = r ) . The two cases correspond 
respectively to whether the chart is located at or away from the fixed- 
point set of the involution p:B' -*■ B' which induces $ . In either 
case we have a well-defined W , unique up to fibred isomorphism, making
W ---- $-----> P_1(U)
P1 +
r 1(u) — *— > u
commute, where <t> is a fibred double covering map. When r ' = r , W 
is isomorphic to two (d is jo in t) copies of
p_1(U) = (D2 x S1)/r 
and when | r : r '|  =2 we have
W - (D2 x S1 )/ r ' ,
which we obtain from Table 3.1. Doing this for every chart on B we 
obtain the local structure of Q' -*■ B' . Note that the construction is 
unique for a given $:B' ■* B and that everything automatically agrees on 
the overlaps. I f  A' c B' is  the fixed-point set for the involution on 
B' which generates $:B' -*■ B , and A = i (A ')  c B (we ca ll A the axis 
for $) , then we are producing Q' -*■ B' by unurapping B along Its  axis 
A and doing the same for Q along p_1(A) ; we shall resort to this loose 
terminology from time to time. The process 1s best understood by consulting 
the examples in §7.
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The equivalence of double covers obtained in this way is the obvious
one:
(4.3) Proposition: Given an -fibred 3-orbifold Q -*• B , 
D-covers
♦l— ! _ >  Q and Qg — * — > Q
PÜ |P P2I  i p
Bi
♦l---B B2 > B
two
are equivalent (in the sense of Definition 3.2) exactly when there is a 
fibred isomorphism ip:Q -*■ Q , orientation-preserving when Q is oriented, 
such that
P O ♦  O p  '(A | )  = A2
where A1 c B and A2 c B are the axes of ^  and $2 respectively.
Proof: In one direction this is obvious, since i f  (3.2) holds then the
axes are automatically sent to one another.
Going the other way, i f  we have a fibred ip:Q -*• Q sending one axis A^  
to the other A? in B then we can construct an isomorphism from Q 
unwrapped along p"1(A1) to Q unwrapped along p_1(A2) by f ir s t  noting 
that, away from the axes, we simply have two copies of everything,and then 
"gluing 1n" over A^  and A2 . □
Note, 1n particular, that i f  two covers are to be equivalent then we 
must have B} - B£ , though this is not in its e lf  a sufficient condition -
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appearances can be deceptive.
(4.4) Example: For the 3-crystal
there is no fibred isomorphism which exchanges the two components of the 
Montesinos cycle (and consequently the covers obtained by unwrapping along 
each of the two sides of B are not equivalent).
Looking at how Q
1 ine:
B is constructed, i f  we cut B along the broken
Both halves , Qj and , have as boundary a Klein bottle fibred by 
orientation-preserving c irc les . Q is formed by gluing the boundaries 
together, identifying fibres. The singular points which make up the 
Montesinos cycle ( i .e .  l ie  over 31B|) s it  as two linked c irc les  in Q-j , 
labelled «1 and 6^  . The mi-fibres attached to i-j and 62 form two 
intersecting discs, D-j and D2 respectively, which meet along the two 
mi-fibres lying over the dihedral points of B . Any fibred Isomorphism 
of Q to its e lf  which exchanges ó-j and «2 must a s^o ®xchange Dj and
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D2 ; but this is c learly  not possible,for by orienting 6-j and «2
and seeing how they cut D2 and D1 respectively we have:
61 cuts °2 from - to + and from - to +
whereas 6^ cuts D1 from + to - and from - to + ,
where we (a rb itra r ily ) mark one side of each disc as '+' and the other 
as •-* . //
(4.4.1) This behaviour occurs as a result of the distinction between the 
classification of -fibred 3-orbifolds with fixed base and the base-free 
classification . By and large these amount to the same thing, but not 
always: the above 3-crystal provides an example. With the fixed base 
classification [B + S:Y.53 i t  corresponds to the crystals:
which are not fibred-isomorphic by a map sending one base to the other 
without rotating or reflecting it. (K represents a suborbifold which, i f  
we cut along i t ,  leaves an orientable remainder.) Of course, without the 
restriction on the isomorphism, the one can be sent to the other by rotating 
through 180°.
There are very few other crystals which cause problems in this way. 
Besides some which have base a torus, for which the way that we construct 
their double covers takes such differences Into account, there are only 
three. Together with their fixed base versions they are:
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14 P2,/b ©
33 Pna2
i x X©62 Pnma
These crop up, respectively, in (4 .7 .6 ), (4.8.9) and (4.11.5). //
Returning to the construction of Q' -*■ B' as a double cover of 
Q B , so fa r  Artw det-err^ ti*ed O' lo ca lly ; there are other
invariants, relating to the non-local structure, which must also be 
calculated. Since we are looking at euclidean orbifolds, we know that we 
must have zero Euler number eQ(p ')  ; we also need to find:
(4.5) Which boundary components of |B ' | ( i f  any) are marked by 's?
(4.6) What parities are assigned to the Montesinos cycles (when these are 
not redundant or determined by other factors)?
(4.7) When no ' * " s  are assigned in (4 .5 ), there are no type 4 cone points,
Q' -*■ B* ?
(4.8) When (4.7) assigns a Seifert type other than 0 . and a|B*| consists 
only of (orientation-preserving) Montesinos cycles or is empty, which 
n « Z 2 do we a s s i 9n t o  O '  ?
These are resolved as follows:
(4.5) B' can be any one of the 17 2-crystals. Of these, 16 have under­
lying space |B ' | with either empty boundary or a single boundary component;
2 2"and |B'| ¿ D , S t Ann., which Se ife rt type is assigned to
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consequently (see 2 .3 ( i i ) ) ,  the presence of s is completely 
determined by the number of type 4 fibrations in the type diagram for 
Q' B' i .e .  by the local structure (4.2.2). Only in the remaining case, 
when |B‘ | = annulus, do we have any work to do; note that either both 
boundary components of |B '| are marked by s or neither is.
When |B' | is an annulus the presence of s on 3|B' | indicates
that p*” "*(|B*| - 31B* | ) is  non-orientable (as a manifold). This is 
equivalent to saying that a closed path u)':S^ B‘ - 3 | B• | has a Klein 
bottle p1 (u>‘ ) c Q' as pre-image, as opposed to a torus for the orientable 
case. We shall refer to such a path as orientation-reversing, meaning that 
i t  l i f t s  to an orientation-reversing path in Q' .
A glance at (4.1) shows that there are only two coverings $:B' -*• B 
which we need to consider:
(4.5.1)
A path w going once around 31B| l i f t s  to a suitable u>‘ going once 
around B' . Thus w' is non-orientable exactly when u is , i .e .  exactly 
when there is a on 3|B| (or equivalently when Q -► B has exactly one
type 4 fib ration).
There are two sides of B about which we unfold. A path w lif t in g  
to an appropriate u>' is one which meets each of these sides exactly once. 
There are three distinct cases:
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Then p (^o>) is a Conuay sphere:
This cannot be covered by a Klein bottle and so must l i f t  to a torus in Q' , 
which therefore possesses no s in its  type diagram.
( i i )  One side consists of type 2 fibrations, the other of type 5 or 6 :
Then p~^(w) looks like :
where the mi-fibre lie s  over the type 2 points and the outer -fibre is 
a mirror (or a mirror with u-rotation) lying over the type 5 (or type 6) 
points. p‘ "^(u>') is formed by doubling along the outer fibre (together 
with a Tr-rotation in the type 6 case) and unfolding by a rotation about 
the mi-fibre. Thus we have an orientation-reversing action and an orient­
ation-preserving one; we therefore get a Klein bottle and so 31B' | has 
s.
( i i i )  Both sides are of type 5 or type 6 : Q
This time we have two orientation-reversing actions whose combined 
effect 1s to make p,_1(w) a torus, hence there are no s on 31B' | .
(4.6) Now we need to find the parities of any Montesinos cycles 1n Q' B ' .
(4.6.1) F irs t  suppose that e' c Q' 1s a Montesinos cycle which is lifted  
as a copy of such a cycle 5 in Q i .e .  there is another cycle e" c Q' 
with e* n e" ■ 9 such that
u C  = ♦“1(0
<áÜ 5 > —  X
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Then the parity e(£') (and of course e(t")) is clearly equal to e(c) . 
This takes care of the case:
(4.6.2) Now assume that (4.6.1) does not happen but that 4 (5 ') =5 is 
s t i l l  an entire Montesinos cycle in Q . This affects the two covers:
where, for both, we are unwrapping about a single cone point (marked A). 
We immediately see that £ n p"^(A) = 0 and that the covering involution 
p:B‘ B' which generates $ acts as a rotation on p '(5 ‘ ) . Hence the 
interval bundle over p '(C ')  by which we determine e(€ ‘ ) (see [B + S:
M
Y.3]) must be an annulus i .e .  e(£‘) = 0 , since a Mobius band cannot 
double cover a Mobius band or an annulus without fixed points.
(4.6.3) The remaining cases are those for which e' = 4 ^(y ) > where 
y c Q is not the whole of a Montesinos cycle. This involves the covers:
(we unwrap about A c B marked b y ------- 's and x 's ). Working 1n B
we see that
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3 (P ( ï) )  = P(y ) n A
with the endpoints of p(y) being corners of B ; they are distinct 
from one another, else we are in the previous case (4.6.2).
Over these endpoints the following three local fibre types can 
occur in Q -*■ B :
where in each case the horizontal portion is part of p(y) and the corner 
is an endpoint of p(y) . Note that the other part of 3|B| incident on 
such an endpoint must be part of A , the image in B of the fixed-point 
set of p:B' -*■ B' .
The double covers of these three objects which concern us here are:
The involution p:Q' Q' acts by reflection on the base B' . On the 
fibres, for the f i r s t  object i t  acts as the identity on regular fibres (and 
hence also on the mi-fibre over the corner); for the second i t  acts by 
rotation of fibres through u , and hence restricts to reflection of the 
corner mi-fibre through its  midpoint. The picture for these f ir s t  two are:
We construct t 1 c Q‘ by lif t in g  y from Q in two stages. F irs t ,  
the part of y away from its  ends l i f t s  as two disjoint copies of i t s e lf
Type 10 Type 11 : p-r
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(up to orientaticm-revereing fibred isomorphism i.e .  they may be mirror 
images). Thus any twists in y negate one another in £' and, in 
particular, i f  y c £ (where £ is a Montesinos cycle in Q) then 
e(£) has no bearing on e (£ ') . Hence e(£‘ ) is determined entire ly by 
the double covers over the two ends of y .
The second stage, since we already know what the local double covers 
are, is to determine which of them introduce a tw ist to £' i.e . contribute 
1 to e (£ ') . To understand this we must look at the local structure. I t  
is easier to view matters from the point of view of the local fibre type in 
Q' B' covering something in Q -*• B (by "folding up") than the other 
way round: we are looking for which parts of the singular set in Q' are 
identified by the covering involution. We immediately see that covers like
do not introduce a tw ist, whereas those of the form 
do.
I t  remains to deal with the third possib ility . Note that the cover:
<D —  t< (soof k is exactly one -1, 0, +1)
is the same, after putting B' = B+ka , as
i o -* (S0k«0 and one of +1 ,-l )
We divide into the two cases of ô even and â odd, just as in (1.1.3) 
(where 6 * (a ,8) = (a,8+ka) ■ (a ,B1) and a * a/6 ) . The fibration
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looks like
X c
i_ 7
( i )  a = even: Re-drawn with the singular set horizontal (and the fibres
lying on the boundary Conway sphere having slope in f in ity ) this looks like:
and folds about a horizontal axis as shown to form • Note t>iat
the involution sends a to c (and b to d). This is what we are 
interested in ; the topological square over this corner, with boundary (on 
the Conway sphere) consisting of arcs of slope 0 or » , is  exactly the
square acdb (with vertices in that order), and so automatically glues, 
without a tw ist,to  what we have already lifte d .
To obtain th is, we must f i r s t  tw ist the picture on the le f t  and then fold:
so a is sent to d (and b to c ). Therefore, 1f we are to glue this 
to the already constructed part of C* . we must put in a tw ist.
( 1 1 ) ¿I = odd: This case is sim ilar: when k = 0 , i t  is exactly the
♦
S O o
Now look at
fc » * 1 or - 1 i»ck
- « < ft*- fctf
same; when k '  1 the invo lu tion  looks l ik e :
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i.e . we rotate about a vertical axis, hence doubling the singularity of 
the mi-fibre over the corner. Again, a ie sent to d (and b to c), 
so we need a tw ist.
Combining the two cases, we have:
e (C )  = #=(local coverings of form!<p-»<p and ^  O  —* £ O  ) (mod 2)
In the euclidean case, the latter are exactly the following:
0/1 - 1/2 , 0/2 - 2/4 , 0/3 - 3/6 , -1/3 -*■ 2/6 , 1/3 - -2/6 .
(4.7) Now we wish to determine the Se ife rt type of Q' -*• B' when there 
are no type 4 fibrations in its  local structure and when no 's have 
been assigned in (4.5). The only closed euclidean S^fibred 3-orbifolds 
which can have Seifert type other than () are those whose base has under­
lying space a torus, Mobius band, Klein bottle or projective plane. Therefore, 
after consulting (4.1), we are concerned with only the following eight covers 
♦ :B' B
The Seifert type of Q' -*■ B' represents a homology class 
[K ']  t H1 ( | B1 | ,31B* | ; Z 2) so that* the ^P® 1s not 0 , then p' 1 (1 nt | B * | ) is
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non-orientable as a manifold (and note that i t  is a manifold, since we 
are assuming the absence of type 4 fib rations), whereas the 3-manifold
p '” 1 (in t |B* | - K1 )
formed by cutting along p '” ^ (K ') ie orientable.
The idea, then, is to determine how the orientabi 1 i ty of p ' ( int |B11 ) 
is related to the nature of p"’ ^ (K ') and, knowing how K' and K = $(K ') 
l ie  in B' and B respectively, to see how p-1( K) c Q l i f t s  into Q' 
in the light of this.
F irs t, note that:
There exists a simple closed curve
Q* is of Se ife rt type No <=> u. in B< with p.- l((1)1) = Kle in  bottle.
I f  Q B is of Se ife rt type 0 then so must Q1 B' be, since
Klein bottles cannot double cover tori so we cannot create any in Q' 
from the tori lying over a ll essential curves K c b .
I f  Q -*• B is of Se ife rt type No then there 1s a simple closed curve 
u c 6 such that p'\u>) = Q is a Klein bottle (fibred by orientation­
preserving c irc les ) and p ^(B-u) is orientable. Depending on how B' covers 
B , ui either l i f t s  to two disjo int copies of It s e lf  1n Q' , whence Q'
must be of Se ife rt type No , or id is double covered by a single simple
closed curve id ' c b * , for which p1’ 1^ ' )  must then be a torus. Since no 
new Klein bottles can have been created in Q' , Q' ■* B ‘ must be of type 0.
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I f  the type diagram for Q -*• B is :
i.e . there are no type 4 cone points, then Q is orientable and hence 
so is Q' , whence Q' •+ B‘ has Seifert type 0 .
I f  the type diagram for Q -*■ B is:
i.e . a ll the fibrations over the cone points are of type 4, then 
p ' V )  = p” \ t )  = torus and hence
P, _1(u.p = p '_1 (ü>£) = p'"1 ^ ' )  = torus,
so Q' is orientable and Q' B' again has Seifert type 0 .
I f  the type diagram for Q -*• B is :
i.e . there are exactly two type 4 fibrations, then the Se ife rt type of 
Q' B' is  Ng : i f  p~^  (uj) is a Klein bottle ( i.e . w cuts B into 
two halves, each containing a point of either fibre type) then p' ^(up 
is a Klein bottle, so Q' B' has type NQ ; i f  p_1(u) is  a torus then
P_1(t ) is a Klein bottle, as is p i _1( t ' )  . and so Q' -*■ B' has type NQ
;-’ (w) « u ' , where u Is a closed path going once around B* and w 
meets the mirror along which we unfold B in exactly one point.
Clearly p '_1(1 n t|B '|) is orientable exactly when p '" '(w ')  is a
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Klein bottle, so we need to know when p~^(w) c Q l i f t s  to a Klein bottle 
in Q' (making Q' ■* B' of Se ifert type 0) and when i t  l i f t s  to a torus 
(making Q1 B' of Se ife rt type NnI ) . To see this we consider
to = w.| u in:
and look at p ^(u^) and p \w 2) .
p_1(w1) is a torus or a Klein bottle (fibred by orientation-preserving 
c irc les ) respectively when the fibration in Q over the cone point is of 
type 1 or type 4.
p’ V 2) is one of three types:
Type 2:
(4.7.4)
; Jm. 6 :
Proposition: These l i f t  into Q' B' subject to the following
[~ Coat is 1- CO#»« iS V
x)
ça'-»«,* h» Q .' —» ß'
St.fcrk
i'ik * •' *) Se.itrV tjt*. w„r
Q ’ —» ß' W«4
tiK Q.
Proof: I f  meets a type 2 fibration over 3|B| then the covering is :
-----  ‘ JS
= i
So, i f  p_1(Wl) = torus, cutting i t  and gluing in the double cover of p ^wg)
in a consistent fashion gives p,-1(w ') = Klein bottle. Altering either 
condition (on w1 or u>2) changes the gluing and makes p’ ’ 1 (<*>') a torus; 
altering both simultaneously changes this back to a Klein bottle.
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F irs t notice that by using the definitions of 0 , NnI and Nn 11 , 
the following table relates the Se ifert type of Q' — > B' to the
nature of p '” \to^) and p* (oj^ ) :
f (.»■*»') » korxAi
St .^ trk M.x St.(t.v v^ yt u„n.
* r.»r.
From th is , and observing that c B l i f t s  to two copies of its e lf  in 
B‘ (and hence anything which fibres over l i f t s  to two copies in Q '),
we can immediately see that
Q' -*■ B' is of -1 # «K le in
Seifert type Nn11 ~ " ' 2' bottle
<=> Q -*■ B has exactly <=> There is a 
one type 4 fibration ” on 31B| .
Now suppose that p  ^(«*>2 ) 1S a torus (and hence so is p1 ^(wp). 
Then, since the fibres in Q -*■ B over the two cone points are of the same 
type i.e . both type 4 or both type 1, we immediately see that there is 
no ambiguity about which cone point is enclosed by . Using the same 
argument as for (4.7 .4 ), we conclude that:
p1” 1 (uj ) 1s a torus 
exactly when
the cone points of Q*B are type 1 and d |B| comes from 
the cone points of Q»B are type 4 and a|B| comes from ^
To summarize: I f  the weak type diagram of Q B 1s:
then Q* -*• B‘ is of 
Seifert type:
0 - 0 N.H
©  '  0 N» I
0  •• 0 Q
* 1
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The f ir s t  thing to notice is that Q' -*• B‘ cannot be of Se ifert 
Type Nn 11; for i f  i t  were then we should have = Klein bottle,
where iu| lie s  in B' as:
- see the table at the start of (4.7.5). But the cover $:B' B operates
II
by rotating the "top" Mobius band of the Klein bottle onto the "bottom" one,
with two fixed points, viz:
Isotoping to<1 to the position shown, the action of the involution on i t  
is just a rotation (through half its  own length). Thus i f  » = i(«>p c B 
then, regardless of whether p 1 (u>i) «= Q is a torus or a Klein bottle, its  
pre-image in Q‘ —^— > B' , fibred over , must be a torus .
Now that welui* shown that Q' B1 cannot be of Se ife rt type Nn 11
we must determine when i t  is  of type 0 and when of type NnI . Let 
ug be a closed path going once around the Klein bottle B' , viz:
e'
Then = $(u)£) c |B| is a non-tr1vial closed path 1n the projective
plane |B| . I f  we assume that both the local fibre types over the cone
points of B are type 1 , 1.e. orlentable , then, regardless of how u>2
lies 1n B with respect to them, we have:
, [torus when Q B 1s of Se ifert type NnI
p” (“ 9 ) “ ii [Klein bottle when Q •* B is of Se ifert type 0 .
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But in choosing a suitable w2 = B we can ensure that i t  l i f t s  to two 
disjoint copies of it s e lf  in B’ , one of which is . Hence the
fibred 2-orbifold lying over u>2 does the same and we have, when the 
fibres over the cone points of Q -*• B are both of type 1, that
Q' ■+■ B' has Se ifert type
ro  T
Iv;exactly when Q •+ B has Se ife rt type
Since the case of two different fibre types cannot occur, 
case to consider is when Q + B has weak type diagram:
the only remaining
Now the Seifert type of Q' -*• B' depends on the nature of the covering 
$:B' B (see 4.4.1). This is best seen by looking at two closed paths 
ti and t2 lying in B as follows:
Because the boundary of a nieghbourhood of a type 4 fibre is  a Klein 
bottle, i t  is clear that i f  p ' V , )  is a torus then p_1(t2) must be 
a Klein bottle and vice versa. So when we have this situation,there are 
two distinct covers Qi -*• B' and B' corresponding to whether
♦ (wp E Tl or t 2 •
One cover 1s of Se ife rt type 0 , the other of Se ife rt type NnI. These are
the only two inequivalent covers with base B' « Klein bo ttle , since given
any other closed path v in B such that v is non-tr1v1al in IB| , we
can construct a fibred automorphism of Q whose projection to the base 
sends v to or t2 .
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(4.7.7)
6
We need only assign a Seifert type to Q' B' when i t  has two 
type 1 fibres and hence when Q B has at least one type 1 fibre 
( lif t in g  to two copies of its e lf  in Q' B*). With and w2 lying 
in B as shown, and using the same argument as (4.7.4), we get exactly 
the same table as occurs there (we can interpret the headings as "both 
fibres in Q -► B are of type 1" and "one fibre of Q B is  type 1, 
the other type 4").
♦ ^  *
(4.7.8)
Again we have the same table. Note that there is  no ambiguity about
which side is  met by u>2 , since i f  they are d istinct in the weak type 
diagram i.e . we have:
Again we have the same table.
(4.8) We now need to determine the obstruction n e ZZ2 in the relevant 
cases. These are exactly the covers $ :B‘ -*■ B already listed  1n (4.7). 
Because the definition of n « Z2 dePends on whether |B'| has empty 
boundary or not (see 2.1.7), we deal with these cases separately:
t
or
then these both l i f t  to the weak type diagram:
for which no Seifert type is required.
(4.7.9)
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Q ' -  B' has 31 B * | t 9 (so 1B ' | ^ Mobius band)
Q ' -  B' has 3|B'| = 9 (so 1B ' | * 2 2 2 IRP^, T ¿ or r )  ,
(4.8.1) Q' B' has a 1B* | ¿ 9 , so ♦ : B* *  B looks like :
where C  = 3|B' | l i f t s  to an (orientation-preserving) Montesinos cycle 
in Q' . There is a standard 2-fold section t of p' over 3N(C') , 
since N(C') looks like:
Choosing a 1-fold section s of p' over 3N(C') , we define 
e' (C )  = s-t c Z
i.e . the homological intersection number of s and t  in 3N(C') .
Since we have
e(C’ ) = { ° }  depending on whether P*-1 (C1) = {  MSbiu^band ’
we can obviously choose the section s so that e '(C ')  = e (C ') ; we 
w ill always assume that this is so. There then may or may not be an 
obstruction to extending s to a 1-fold section over a ll  of B’ -N(C') ; 
because Q' is non-or1entable, this obstruction n is easily  seen to l ie  
in Zg .
For us to have to determine n at a l l ,  Q' B* must be of Se ife rt 
type NnI ,  in which case we have
1 0 2
I t  is how p1 \ n (C ') )  is glued to this which determines whether 
n = 0 or n = 1 . In the above picture, s can l ie  as e ither:
The f ir s t  can be extended to a 1-fold section (the shaded Mobius band); 
the second cannot. These are the only two possib ilities - anything else 
is fibred-isomorphic to one of them.
When e(C1) = 1 , i.e . p '” ^(C') is a Mobius band, the n = 0 and 
n = 1 cases are equivalent by 2.1.8(c) and (dg), so we need only determine 
n for the case when e (C ') = 0 . We wish to know whether a 1-fold section 
which has slope zero on 3N(C') can be extended to a 1-fold section over 
a ll of B'-N(C') . I f  so then n = 0 ; i f  not then n = 1 . Another way 
of distinguishing the two cases is  as follows:
(4.8.2) Proposition: Let p:M -*■ X be a non-orientable (manifold) S^- 
bundle over a Mobius band X and le t s be a 1-fold section of the fibred 
torus p~^(3X) . Then:
either ( i )  s can be extended to a global 1-section; 
or ( i i ) there exists a connected 2-fold section of the bundle
( i.e .  an annulus) whose boundary 1s two copies of s ,
the two cases being mutually exclusive.
Proof: As we have already noted, for a given section s of p ^SX)
the obstruction to extending i t  to a global section lie s  in Zg . I f  this 
obstruction is zero we have case ( i ) ;  1f n e Zg is equal to 1 then 
there does not exist a global 1-fold section whose boundary is  s . We have:
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where s^  and Sg are two copies of s . Clearly neither on its  own 
extends to a global section, but together they form the boundary of the 
shaded annulus which s its  2-fold over the base. I t  remains to show that 
i f  s extends to a 1-section then such a 2-section cannot exist; this 
is made obvious by drawing the picture for n = 0 . g
So in order to decide whether Q* -*■ B' has n = 0 or n = 1 we 
need only look for the existence of sections with (one or more copies of) 
a given boundary. This is conveniently done by examining the l i f t s  of 
(partia l) sections of Q -*■ B . The following examples cover a ll the 
crystals Q -*• B for which |B| l i f t s  to a Mobius band and for which we 
need to determine n :
(4.8.3) Examples:
(as opposed to the same thing but with n = 1). This is because both the 
fibred 3-crystals Q B admit a partial 1-fold section which l i f t s  to
a partial section of Q* B' 1n such a way that i t  can be completed to 
1-fold section over B' - N(C') (where C' = 3|B*|) whose boundary in 
p,_13N(C') has null Intersection with the standard 2-fold section inherited 
from p '"^ (C ') : i.e . e '(C ')  ■ 0 and n ■ 0 .
and
are both covered by:
I f
+ * 
B
then we are Interested in what happens over the shaded section, which 
l i f t s  to the part of the Mobius band away from its  boundary, viz:
i.e . the 2-fold section l i f t s  to two copies of a 1-fold section. I t  
can be easily checked that this can be done in such a way that the boundary 
of the section does not intersect the standard one i.e . we have n = 0 
again.
Using a sim ilar argument to the above, the following 3-crystals a ll 
admit partial 2-fold sections which l i f t  to a connected 2-fold section
B
In (4.4) we noted that there is no fibred automorphism of this crystal
The identifications over this shaded part are as follows:
in Q' -*■ B' • o
and they are therefore covered by
B1
This l«*«* the following:
+
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which exchanges the two components of the Montesinos cycle. So i t  is 
clear that the covers obtained by unwrapping along each of these two 
components respectively are not equivalent (in  the sense of Definition
(3.3.1)), since such an equivalence would y ie ld  the required fibred auto­
morphism. Although i t  does not in general follow that the two possib ilities 
for Q' -*• B' obtained in this way are different (they may only be different 
as covers of Q -*■ B), in this case they happen to be d istinct. Looking 
more closely at Q -*• B , we have:
Unfolding the D-j-component of the Montesinos cycle yields a 1-section of 
Q' -*• B' whose boundary s c p '“ ^3N(C') l i f t s  from one of the two com­
ponents of t  and is therefore "horizontal" i .e .  n = 0 . Re-drawing 
this picture with at centre gives:
the significant difference being in how*"the components of the singular set 
cross one another. In turn, when we now unfold along the D2 -component, a 
"horizontal" 1-section must have boundary which cuts the l i f t  of t and 
so we get n ■ 1 .
(4.8.4) Now we must deal with the cases when Q' B' has 3|B'| = 0 i.e .
T2 k2
J
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n is defined only when Q' -*■ B' is non-orientable with no type 4 cone 
fibres; so in particular Q' -*■ B' does not have Se ife rt type 0 . 
n = 0 i f  there exists a 1-fold section over B-N(cone points) having 
zero slope over 3N(cone points); otherwise n = 1 • So, for
or
n e is actually an invariant of Q' -*• B' i.e . either there exists 
a global section or there does not, irrespective of any fibred isomorphisms.
For B' " (TT)
we can change n by altering the parameterization of the cone points 
e.g.
The consequence of a ll this is that the only crystals Q' -*• B1 with 
3|B' | = 0 and non-redundant n « are:
C ^ S l
and to detect them, once we know the Se ife rt type, a ll we have to do is 
to establish the existence of a global section (so n = 0) or Its  absence 
(so n ■ 1) : when we have
(2)*
we can "ignore" the cone fibrations by choosing the obvious parameterization,
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treating the singular fibres as i f  they are regular. In other words, we
Sim ilarly to Proposition (4.8.2), each of the above cases (n = 0 
versus n = 1) is  distinguished by having either a 1-fold global section 
or a connected 2-fold global section, the two being mutually exclusive.
Thus, knowing what Q -*■ B is , by looking at partia l 1-fold or 2-fold 
sections of i t  and seeing which global sections of Q* B‘ arise from them 
(by lif t in g  to Q' and completing), we can decide on the nature of Q‘ -*■ B' 
i.e . whether i t  has n = 0 or n = 1 . Checking each case is routine but 
tedious, so we ju s t l i s t  the results here with a brief explanation of their 
derivation. Remember: we hitve l> at those Q -*• B which (4.7)
te lls  us l i f t  to Ç' ■* B' of Se ife rt type NnI or NpII .
CM.tH.it »  l - i ' U  lec t.M . t :. j t .  «.otk .r ¡ .  a’-*«'. C H t r d iu  lec t.o - o f
be Hi* v&wnc »*  ^ oÇ t-*zo o f «% tkt
re«y* « » e<J 1-tocKo*
For Ht«»4 M<rf c  • teck.o* of Û-»C *0 * cQrofdci **C*.or •<
£,H)Cr kittr« ¡ft A c f (fl*° *r «»* ) Or cift< a 1 or l.dfc !••■»«> 1- i«ckior\ of
C l ' — »&' ( kk« *tk«r hw«
may think just in terms of the (two) non-orientable manifold S^-bundles 
over FP2 .
Q' ---¥ 6’ Q ft
v )U c . Q -» 6 k .i »it.« V ( O  ). <**“  •< »4 ( S O )  , i * °  *r '“ S" (4.«. >^t c»»
J
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M-S)
The 1
cm«; 
(* M i )
a '
G r s 1'1__JTiM
of Û —ft rewoi*t e*
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(4.9) Now suppose that the generic fibre of Q -*• B is ml and that 
we wish to construct a fibred double cover Q' B' , where ♦:B ' B 
is a double covering map of 2-orbifolds i.e .  we have a coirmutative 
diagram:
Q '  ..................— > Q
p ' i  _ Jp
B‘ --- i ---- > B
In terms of the fundamental groups we have a diagram of short exact 
sequences
Z x Z,
P* M
2 2
where n:Gg Gg/Gg, = is the natural homomorphism and, of course, 
Hj(ml) = Z » Zg (see 0-5.1).
Make the following definitions, ju s t as for the case when the generic
fibre was (4 .1 ) :
GQ' E P i1 i* (Gg.)
= id L
|g q * : gq *
-  Gq (SO ♦* is in jective )
P i E i*  • P*
K  : Gq , Gg, (so p* is su rje c tive ).
These give us the following diagram of short exact sequences:
n o  -
(4.9.1)
P iZ  x z 2 ---- —  Gq . -------- * GB'
l - ♦4 ♦4
p**  - P a* CQ
l
bB
ni
V gq ' * * Z 2 *
t :Gq/Gq , ■+ Z 2 is defined by t (<j -Gq , )  = nop*(a) (and so is a well- 
defined isomorphism by Lemma 4.2.1).
<\, 2Given a suffic ien tly  small co-ordinate chart U = D /r of B , we 
know that p’ ^(U) is one of the local fibre types 12 - 19 (see §1) and 
has the form
(D2 x s V ( Z a x Z 2) or (D2 x S1) / ^  x Z 2)
|p 4
d2/z
2D /Z
where the extra Enaction  {not projecting to the base) is what makes the 
fibres into mi's . Just as when the generic fibres are S^s , $ ^U)
consists either of a single connected component which is a double cover 
of U or of two disjoint copies of U . In the former case, with 
p-l(U) = (D2xS1)/r , we must have
P '* 1 r V )  - (D2xs ] )/r * ,
where P  s G of index 2 ; this time we read off the required local fibre 
type from Table 3.2. In the la tte r case, p '"1 r V )  1s Isomorphic to 
two disjoint copies of
- I l l
(D2 x s1)/r m P-1(U) .
In passing,note that this te lls  us that the generic fibre of Q' ■* B' 
must also be ml and that the f ir s t  case actua lly  looks like
P '*1 ♦ "> )  = (D2 x )/ (A' x ZZ2) , 
where G = A * Z2 , |A:A’ | = 2 and i   ^(U) = D2/A'
The classification  of euclidean S^ fib red  3-orbifolds with generic 
fibre ml (up to base-free fibred isomorphism) is given in (2.4); 
equivalence of two diagrams is simply by equality. I t  is clear that for 
a given cover J iB ' -*• B the local information about Q‘ -*• B' (giving 
us the type diagram) can be derived from Q -*• B just as for the case with 
generic fibre (4.2.3). I t  remains to determine:-
(4.10) Which components of 3|B| are marked by s.
(4.11) I f  no s are marked in (4.10) and there are no type 14 
cone points, which Se ife rt symbol Q1 B* possesses; the 
l i s t  of permissible Se ife rt symbols is just as for the case 
of generic fibre S^  - see (2 .4 ).
(4.10) The argument proceeds along the lines of the case when the generic 
fibre is S1 . 16 of the 17 2-crystals B' have either 3|B'| = 0 (so
there can be no s) or 3|B'| is a single component, in which case the 
presence or absence of a depends exactly on whether there is an odd or
even number of type 14 fibres in Q' B1 . The only work has to be done 1n 
the case when |B'| = annulus. As before, we consider the possib ilities for
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|:B'. B , the arguments being substantially the same:
(4.10.1)
There are 
a on
s on (both components of) a|B’ | 
3|B| .
exactly when there is
Depending on along which pair of sides we unfold, B' 
when one side is of type 15 and the other is of type
has
16 i.e .
s exactly
one and one
(4.11) Assume that Q' B' is not assigned any s in (4.10) and
that there are no type 14 fibres i . e . <10 cone points marked 
Checking back to the 11st o f possible Se ife rt types (2.3), we again have 
only the following cases to deal with:
, (5 ^ 9  * (2 ) •B1
Therefore the covers of concern to us are again those of (4.7). The manner 
of dealing with them is exactly as we did 1n (4.7.1) to (4.7.9), except 
that now we are looking fo r Mobius bands or annuli (as opposed to Klein 
bottles or to r i).
(4.11.1) - U  f
q ■«. B is of Se ife rt type 0 «> Q' B' 1s of Se ife rt type 0
Q 4  B Is of Se ife rt type NQ -> Q' B* is of Seifert type NQ .
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(4.11.2)
B' is of Se ife rt type NQ exactly when Q -*■ B 
; otherwise i t  has Se ifert type 0 .
has type diagram:
(4.11.3)
I f  u) c B is a closed path as shown ( lif t in g  to <o' c B 1 ) then the 
following table determines the Seifert type of Q' -*■ B* . (Take care that 
u meets the appropriate side of B , i.e . the "unwrapped" one.)
ton« of G-ft
•1 ►jfe i l» « , « o
of
*« ** <0
to mctts 4**^ 1
Q '—
n ax
Q '-»6 ' **-s
t3fi  2.
to rneets Q ’—»6't^ c  Q N)»X
r i  Q  — *■ 6 .sc
Q #— «s oÇ 
Se '.ftrt fc«^e :
W * E .
■0 - B K T
’0 -  B 1 0
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T kerC  » r C  ^«■ee •«* ^©r Q  -*  fe . \/^ e  jT,s fc h^e** co yers ^awc V>©i«
a. K i « ' » '  to k lle  :
f* a 6)
Wc ha vt 1
•.rxi
Are civet e<i
are coversi 4*^
Moke ! fcVvt. c«^c ©£ tu)o IV c©re |«©*rt"* ir\ Q  6 cbdS *©b eercdr* uS
U ( a o ^  Vu)o c o ^ ;« s  of ¿>r€ ©*( Vivere ^ibrahì©** toou I A  J«{h ho O & y to©u u
rt\«y\ «ol Ivoi^t » Se'.f-ert l-^ e »»Si'jAeJ t»>t. TU»» oli«« (i«re i» o«e o-f
cacL t ^ e  »3«. te alo»t vU«. t-^e IV ¡^Vre .
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x
X
are coverti
T3hc
9
c » ve re
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55. Determination of S-Covers.
In this chapter we deal with S-covers: given an S^-fibred 
3-crystal Q -*■ B , we wish to construct a ll of its  fibred double covers 
Q' -*• B' for which $:B* -♦ B , the projection of the covering map to the 
base spaces, is a homeomorphism (as opposed to a double covering). Thinking 
of £ as the identity map, for a given Q —E—> B we wish to construct
I
Q' -c— > B and <t>:Q' -*• Q such that the following diagram commutes:
(5.0) Q ' ...... ........... > Q
|p* B
i.e . <t>:Q' ■* Q projects to the identity map on B . Notice that S-covers 
are fundamentally different from D-covers: whereas in (4.2.2) we saw that 
for a given double cover $:B' -*• B there is a unique double cover Q' -*• B' 
of Q -*• B , here there may be more than one cover of the form Q' -*■ B , 
or none at a l l .  For instance, when the generic fibre of both Q and Q' 
is s1 we have the following short exact sequences of fundamental groups, 
where the solid arrows are given and we must determine the broken ones:
p;
cJL --
ili*
77
....... * Y  .............
!♦*
- c
" faB
I4
l r q > UB•
i «'V' ♦
Z/2Z •....... > W
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I t  is c lear that this need not be possible: every index 2 subgroup 
Gq, of Gg may correspond to an index 2 subgroup Gg, of Gg . 
A lternatively, two d istinct subgroups Gq, of Gg may l i f t  to the same 
subgroup of Z .
There are three d istinct cases depending on the generic fibres of 
Q' and Q respectively, viz:
s 1 S1 (5.1)
ml ml (5.2)
s 1 ml (5.3)
(5.1) Q-E-^ B has generic fibre S1 (and hence so does Q' B)
F irs t note that the local structure of Q -*■B imposes conditions
on whether i t has any S-covers at a l l , since certain local fib re types
don't possess them: namely, type 6 fibrations and those of type 1 and 
type 3 with slope 8/a such that B(l+a) is  odd i.e .  6 is odd and 
o is even (where -a/2 < B s a/2) - see Table 3.3. This means that i f  
any of the following occur in the type diagram for Q -*• B then we need 
go no further, since a l l  the fibred double covers were provided by the 
D-covers of 54 :
5 •\ 0  * s O  J -v,<<3 i *<3 t hO
* o  » -yvO * ''»«0 * <0 *
Assuming that none of these occur, we can try to form a double cover 
Q' -*• B of Q •* B . I t  is obvious how to do th is: f i r s t  cover B by a
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(f in ite ) collection of open sets { )  such that each W.. = p-^(U^) 
is one of the local fibre types of 51. Then, starting with one of these 
(W.j, say), take a fibred double cover , also with base , as 
per Table 3.3 - there may be more than one possib ility  for here.
Having chosen , extend the process over a ll the U .'s so that
everything agrees on the overlaps. I f  i t  is possible to complete the 
process in a consistent fashion then we have bu ilt the local structure 
of a candidate for Q' B .
Unfortunately, because the local structure does not determine Q' -*• B 
completely, or even ensure that there is  a (global) double cover with the 
given local structure, in practice we must tread more carefully. The best 
way to understand this is to divide into separate cases depending on the 
nature of the underlying space of B .
(5.1.1) |B| = disc (so 3|B| has a single component C.|)
B is one of the following:
Let N(Cj) be a closed regular neighbourhood of the mirror cycle C.| 
in B , Bq = B-N(C-j ) and Qq « p-1(B0 ) . Any singular points in BQ are 
cone points; assuming that none of the fibrations over them occurs in the 
above 11st of those not having S-covers, we can form at least one fibred 
double cover Qq BQ of Qq -► BQ . Whenever more than one such cover 
is possible consider each case Individually, and note that when B has 
two cone points any combination of coverings for the two local fibre types 
must work.
Having chosen our covering, 3ÍJJ is either a torus or a Klein 
bottle, fibred by orientation-preserving c irc les . Now we must construct 
the cover p,_1 (N(C] ))  N(C1) of p-1 (N(C] )) NfC^) . The idea is to 
start at some Xq e , take a fibred double cover of the local fibre 
type there (over the same base) and then traverse C-j taking double 
covers en route, with everything agreeing on the overlaps; f in a lly , we 
ensure that on returning to Xq the double covering there agrees with 
the one we started with. For this reason i t  is best to start at a type 
2 fibration i f  possible, since (over a fixed base) these can only be double 
covered by themselves and so we avoid unnecessary cases which end up fa iling  
to agree over xQ .
Unfortunately, this is not the whole story: there are various choices 
to be made and, when p"^(C^) is a Montesinos cycle, not only must we 
determine the parity of its  double cover (which is necessarily also a 
Montesinos cycle ), but there is  a restriction on the above process which 
must be taken into account.
F irs t, see that the weak type diagram is unaltered on taking double 
covers of this kind. In other words, fibres of types 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 
each covered by their own fib re  type, and those of type 5 are covered by 
types 5 or 6. In particu lar, Q* -*■ B 1s orientable i f  and only i f  Q -*■ B 
is , since |B| = and so we don't assign a Se ife rt type in (2 .3 (11 ')).
Suppose that p"1(C1) 1s not a Montesinos cycle 1.e. there are 
non-orientable fibre types over at least part of Cj ; then the same is
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true of p'  ^(C.|) . The only choice involved in constructing a cover of 
p " \ n(Cj ))  is whether to make 3p "(N (C - j)) a torus or a Klein bottle; 
but the decision is forced by 3(Jq . "Twists" of p' (^C-|) do not trouble 
us because we do not have a Montesinos cycle. Nor do we have to worry about 
how 3p’— ^ (N(C i)) is glued to 3ÍJg , since a ll ways are equivalent by (2.3). 
Of course, there may be more than one (non fibred-isomorphic) cover, and 
more than one -* BQ , and we must take every possible combination in 
producing the l i s t  of possible Q' B .
When p_1(C-|) is  a Montesinos cycle, l i f e  becomes more complicated. 
The following example illu s tra tes  the additional restrictions which come 
into play:
(5.1.2) Example: Suppose that 
p"1 (N(C-|))  =
“ 1 '¡j(note that p (C-j) = annulus; were we to have e 
Möbius band).
= 1 i t  would be a
To form a double cover of th is, s ta rt at xQ and go clockwise around 
C-j , taking double covers. On reaching the f ir s t  dihedral point we have a 
choice as to its  covering. Suppose we take this to be a type 3 fib re of 
slope 1/2 (we could have chosen slope 0/2) i.e .
- 0 /2 , so p ' * V ] )  looks like :
Then on one side of the corner we are unwrapping p_1(C j) about y . say. 
and on the other side about 6 ; the act of covering by a fibre of slope
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1/2 means that we have "switched tracks" when unfolding the singular set 
of Q . Thus when we come to the last type 3 fibre before returning to 
Xg we are restricted in our choice of covering to one which unwraps in 
a suitable fashion: in this example we must again take
1/2 -*• 0/2 and not 0/2 —* 0/2
Had we started with: 0/2 0/2 (so p  ^(C^) = Mobius band),
then, i f  our f ir s t  covering were by a fibre o f slope 1/2 , the second 
would have to be by one of slope 0/2 : the e = 1 introduces a half-twist 
into the singular set of p ^N(Cj) . //
So, i f  we present p (C - |) in standard form, i .e .  -1/2 < B/a £ 1/2 
for a ll slopes B/a , then we require:
l(no. of "switches") + e(C^) = 0 (mod 2) .
The covers of the type 3 fibres have the form:
a n d  i t  i s  a n  e a s y  e x e r c i s e  t o  s h o w  t h a t  we g e t  a " s w i t c h "  w h e n  k = ±1 
a n d  n o t  w hen k = 0 ,  l e a d i n g  t o :
n
( 5 . 1 . 3 )  I  k < +  e ( C , )  s 0 (m od  2 )  ,
1=1 1 1
w h e r e  n i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c o r n e r s  i n  C-j .
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The covers for which k = ± 1 are :
0 1 1 -1 -1 1 0 2 2 -1 0 3 2 -2 -2 2 .
7 ^ 7 * 3 * "  7 ’ 7 ' 7 ’ 7 ' 7 ' i r "  í  ’ F ~ F * 7  " F * F * F '
a ll other (euclidean) ones have k = 0 and make no contribution to the sum.
When constructing the cover of a Montesinos cycle in this way we are 
therefore restricted by (5.1.3). Also, just as before, we must ensure that 
the boundaries match i.e .  that
8(P, ' ,N(C1)) = 3UJ .
Having constructed pl_1N(C^) , we must determine the parity of 
p '”  ^(C-|) . A half-tw ist in i t  projects to a fu ll twist of p'^C-j) .
When Q -*■ B is non-orientable this fu ll twist leaves Q -*■ B unaltered 
(up to fibred isomorphism) - see (2.3(1 i i ) )  - and so both cases (e = 0 
and e = 1) work for Q* -► B . Note, however, that these can be fibred- 
isomorphic to one another and so reduce to a single case in practice e .g .:
70 Fddd 0/2 1 /2 (e = 0 and e = 1 cases are equivalent
- see (2.5.3))
When Q B is orientable, a fu ll tw ist in p"1(C j) (with everything 
else unchanged) a lters the Euler number Cq(p ) £ 0 by ± 1 . Since Q ■* B 
has eQ(p) * 0 , there is a unique parity e(C^) for p' ^(C j) ; this 1s 
confirmed by the fact that, for an orientable Q' -*• B with |B| a disc (as 
we have here), the parity of the Montesinos cycle in Q' 1s completely 
determined by the local structure.
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Since no other invariants occur for the case |B| = disc, we are finished.
(5.1.4) |B| = S2 (so 3|B| = 0)
F irs t assume that Q -*■ B is  non-orientable. Since |B| is simply- 
connected and 3|B| = 0 , i t  follows that Q has a type 4 fib ration  over a 
cone point xQ « B . Just as in (5 .1.1), we construct a fibred double cover 
Bq of Qq B0 by piecing together local covers, where BQ is  now 
the complement of N(Xq ) , a neighbourhood of Xq in B . Since p \ n(xq)) 
is a type 4 fibration, and hence so is any double cover p' ^(N(Xq ) )  of i t ,  
we have that 3^  is a Klein bottle fibred by orientation-preserving c irc les , 
on which the covering involution is just a rotation through half the ir length. 
By gluing 3$J to (p1_1(N(xq) ) )  , preserving fibres, we automatically
have a covering of Q B . The c lassification  of non-orientable S^-fibred 
orbifolds confirms that there is no ambiguity in the gluing - a ll the objects 
so obtained are fibred-isomorphic to one another by (2.3).
Now suppose that Q B is orientable. Then we can cover i t  in the 
obvious way, subject to the restriction : 
n
E B,/a
1-1 r “ i
n
Z k. 1-1 1(5.1.5)
0 (mod 2) .
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n is the number of cone points and k. is related to the covering of 
each cone point of slope by
i < D  *— -  .
This is enough to ensure that Q' ■+■ B is euclidean i.e .  that 
n i (6i +ki ai )
r
i=l
£ Z
(and so eQ(p *) =0 ).
We can omit the cases for which B is one of the following:
b *
because any crystal which fibres over one of these three has an alternative 
fibration over one of the other eleven 2-crystals. This leaves only two 
others to deal with:
(5.1.7)B = i  V ) (5.1.6) and
(5.1.6) Taking the f i r s t  of these, the only orientable case which acknits a 
double cover of this type is
( • . | 1V* ,l »/t J 2
since the other possib ility  contains local fibrations which do not have 
S-covers. I t  1s straightforward to see that this 1s covered by:
* *  ) T
Now suppose that Q -*■ B is non-orientable. Then we have:
v, I l'Ül
(Since ( ^ )  fibred d ifferently  1s just , we w ill not deal with 1t
here. )
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We get: ©
»•»
TlC
*„T
( •/» JTu*
The f ir s t  two are easy to see: just ignore the singular fibres and treat 
them as fibred manifolds. The third has a connected 2-fold section which 
projects to a 1-section i.e .  the n = 0 case. For the last, the right 
hand side admits a connected 4-fold section projecting to a connected
2-fold section, giving us n = 1 •
(5.1.7) The three cases are:
Regardless of whether Q1 B acknits a connected 1-fold or 2-fold section, 
this must project to a 1-fold section of Q B .
then no such covers exist (see Table 3.5); so suppose that 1t does not.
(5.2.1) |B| « disc Let C1 ■ a|B| as before, and BQ = B-N(C.j) be
the complement of a closed neighbourhood of C-| in B . Then we can form 
a double cover Qq BQ of Qq BQ simply by piecing together local double 
covers. Note that whilst |aU |^ is an annulus, can be an annulus
or a Mobius band.
(5.2) Q -B-> B and Q1 > B both have generic fib re ml .
I f  Q B has any local fibrationsof types 14 or 16 i .e .
A
again by piecingNow we construct the double cover of p~^N(C-|) , 
together locally  in a consistent fashion, with the final choice of how to 
glue the "ends" together (over some Xg e , say) determined by whether 
|3p,_1N(C^)| is required to be an annulus or a Mobius band to match 3|$J| •
^ 2
(5.2.2) |B| = S£ Just as in (5.2.1), we can piece together any combination
of local double covers that we wish, subject to the condition that gluing in 
the last one makes sense i.e .  the boundaries must match. This is exactly 
the condition that n-j^  = 0 (mod 2) i .e .  that the number of type 14 
fibrations in Q' B (the boundaries of neighbourhoods of which are Mobius 
bands) is even; this is required anyway, in order that the diagram for 
Q' B make sense.
(5.2.3)
1 © or
F irs t, see that the following two crystals:
* © r .  X C 5 : J  “•
cannot have double covers of th is type, because for both of them there is a 
simple closed curve K c B such that |p ^( K)| is a Mobius band (fibred 
by m i's) , which cannot be double covered in the required way.
This leaves and
which, i t  is easy to see, are covered respectively by:
"" ( P ) T3K£
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Now we construct the double cover of p” ^N(C-|) , again by piecing 
together loca lly  in a consistent fashion, with the final choice of how to 
glue the "ends" together (over some Xq e , say) determined by whether 
13p 'N (C .j) | is required to be an annulus or a Mobius band to match aRJJI •
(5.2.2) |B| = Just as in (5.2.1), we can piece together any combination
of local double covers that we wish, subject to the condition that gluing in 
the last one makes sense i .e .  the boundaries must match. This is exactly 
the condition that n14 s 0 (mod 2) i.e . that the number of type 14 
fibrations in Q1 -*■ B (the boundaries of neighbourhoods of which are Mobius 
bands) is even; this is required anyway, in order that the diagram for 
Q' B make sense.
(5.2.3) B i © or o
F irs t, see that the following two crystals:
* © ■ r
cannot have double covers of this type, because for both of them there is a 
simple closed curve K c B such that |p-^(K)| is a Mobius band (fibred 
by m i's) , which cannot be double covered in the required way.
This leaves
X ----
/ \ T,1.t and
which, i t  is easy to see, are covered respectively by:
*nd ( ¿ ¿ ) a.
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(5.3) Q -E-» B has generic fibre ml and has generic fibre S1
(5.3.1) |B| = disc. As usual, le t  C-j = 31B| , BQ = B-N(C^) , Qq = p 1 (BQ)
and cover Qq -*• BQ by Qq -► BQ . aljg is e ithe r a torus or a Klein bottle. 
Construct a cover of p"^N(C-|) by beginning at some Xg £ C-j . Using Table 
3.4, take a fibred double cover of the local f ib re  type there, and then 
continue to take such covers (in a consistent fashion) going around C-j 
until returning to xQ , ensuring that the fin a l fibre type constructed 
there agrees with the in it ia l one. I f  p' ^(C^) is not a Montesinos cycle 
then we are done, since p,_1N(C,) is unique up to fibred isomorphism, 
once we have chosen the boundary to agree with 3ÍJJ . We can glue the two 
boundaries together in any (fibre-preserving) way that we lik e , since a ll 
such ways are equivalent by the classification  o f (non-orientable) orbifolds 
with generic fibre .
I f  P ,_1(C ,) is  a Montesinos cycle, we must determine its  parity. I f  
Q• -► B is orientable, so in particular i f
then e ' ^ )  , the parity of p’ *1^ ) ,  is determined by the local structure.
We l i s t  the results below, omitting a ll those cases which are completely 
determined by their local structure. This l i s t  is  obtained by noting that 
when p '1 (C1) 1s fibred by type 15 points 1.e. . then these lie
as an annulus or a Mobius band when 3 ^  is an annulus or Mobius band 
respectively, and l i f t  as a copy of themselves to form p '"1(C1) . When
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p_1 (C i) is fibred by type 16 points i.e . , these always l ie  as
an annulus; whether p '~\c^ ) is an annulus or a Möbius band depends on 
and aiJJ .
*< ± >  ■ rC v >
< 3 >  • '< 2 >
(5.3.2) |B| = S2 Just as in (5.1.4), any cover that we can construct by
piecing together the local double covers must work, subject only to the 
provisos that 1t makes sense ( i.e .  gluing in the last boundary component 
is possible) and, when Q' B so constructed is orientable, that i t  is also 
euclidean i.e . that eQ(p') ■ 0 .
(5.3.3) B -
'MS
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I f  we view ml » s ' « s' as being the product of an mi-fibred annulus 
with a c irc le , then the f ir s t  two covers are the result of doubling this 
annulus to form a torus and a Klein bottle respectively. This is why 
the n = 1 case does not double cover i t ;  the fact that ml * s ' * s' 
has two d istinct boundary components ensures that either of them l i f t s  to 
a section of the double covering.
Thinking of the second Q B as the product of an mi-fibred Mobius 
band with a c irc le , we can double this Möbius band to either a torus or a 
Klein bottle. For the la tte r, both the cases n = 0 and n = 1 may occur, 
depending on whether one Mobius band half of the Klein bottle returns to 
its e lf  or not when the product with the c irc le  is taken.
(5.3.4) B
We have: ”©  T — © r  • * ©
0 *  - * • ©
(There is no need to consider the third possib ility for Q B , namely 
, since this has already been dealt with as .)
Letting u> l ie  1n B as shown:
for the f i r s t  Q B , p"^(w) is  a Mobius band, and for the second an 
annulus (both mi-fibred). Either can 11ft to the S^fibred Klein bottle 
required to make Q' -*■ B of Se ife rt type 0 . Now suppose that they 11ft 
to a torus, so that Q' -*■ B has Se ife rt type NRI . Since
* 0  =
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has underlying space FP2 x I , FP2 * {0 } , say, must l i f t  to a
section of Q' -*■ B , giving us n = 0 . Whereas,
TlV‘
L  - ) 0
2must have underlying space with boundary S , since i t  is orientable. 
This l i f t s  to a connected 2-fold section giving us n = 1 . The last 
cover in both cases is  determined en tire ly  by its  local structure.
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§6. Non-Fibred 3-crystals.
In §3 we listed the f ir s t  194 crystallographic space groups together 
with their corresponding S^-fibred 3-orbifolds. There are a further 36 
groups (up to orientation-preserving affine homeomorphism) which fa il to 
preserve any direction in 1R and consequently have as quotient a 3-crystal 
which cannot be S^-fibred. These are what crystallographers refer to as 
the cubic system of groups, so called because their point groups (of orders 
12, 24 or 48) are symmetries of a cube. In particu lar they are characterized 
by having an axis of order 3 which cyc lica lly  permutes the standard perpen­
dicular axes 0 , 0 and 0 . There is a further subdivision into fivex y z
classes, depending on the exact nature of the point group , as follows:
G Number in Classoo
23 (T12) 5
m3 (T24) 7
432 (024) 8
?3m (T24) 6
m3m (048) " 10
TG
(the International Notation for G^  is followed here by the Schonflies 
notation, giving the order of the point group, in parentheses ).
We now explain the nature of each class of groups; remember that, 
although the action is considered to be at a point in the following (so, 
for instance, a ll the axes of rotation intersect one another), this may 
not necessarily be so in the space group G - reflections and rotations 
may be accompanied by a sh ift in a given direction.
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23, or T-j2  , denotes the tetrahedral group, and consists of a ll the 
rotations which preserve a regular tetrahedron; thus i t  has three perpen­
dicular axes (0 , 0 , 0 ) of order 2 (joining the mid-points of edges) x y z
and four axes of order 3 (passing through the vertices), each of which 
cyc lica lly  permutes the order 2 axes; i t  is easily seen to have order 
12, and is orientation-preserving i .e .  is a subgroup of S 0 (i) .
Introducing an involution to the tetrahedral group gives us m3 
(or T ^ ) . This now contains three perpendicular reflection planes and 
so is no longer orientation-preserving, lying instead in 0(3) .
432, or 024, consists of a ll the rotations which preserve a cube.
0 , 0 and 0 are now of order 4 and the axes of order 3 are as before, x y z
Thus the tetrahedral group is immediately seen to be a proper subgroup. 
There are also six axes of order 2, joining mid-points of opposite edges 
of the cube. This is known as the cubic or octahedral group, is again 
orientable, and has order 24.
Writing the cubic group 024 as G and the tetrahedral group T12 
as H , we have observed that H < G (since |G:H| = 2) . Thus we can 
wri te
G = H + rH ,
for some rotation r £ G-H , and can define a new group 
G' = H + irH ,
where i is inversion. We denote G' by 43m or T24 . I t  has the 
same order 4 and order 3 axes as the cubic group, but now contains 
reflections in six. planes each containing one of 0X, 0y and 02 and
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lying at 45° to the other two. I t  has order 24 and is not orientable.
F inally we have m3m (or O^g), which is obtained from the cubic 
group O2 4  just as was obtained from the tetrahedral group •
by introducing an involution. This has order 48 and is non-orientable.
Of course, for the sake of consistency we should seek to derive a ll 
the crystallographic space groups of the cubic system by topological 
methods i .e .  determing the 3-crystals which are the quotient of their 
actions on IR . This is done in tB + S i for the f ir s t  of the classes 
i .e .  those with G = T, 0 , but the remainder were le ft  to the reader. 
Before proceeding, we take the opportunity of giving a complete l i s t  here. 
Although i t  is possible to derive this simply by looking at group actions 
on the appropriate orbifolds, i t  seems that the only way to decide whether 
a given orbifold corresponds to a group whose point group is , say, T£ 4  
or ? 2 4  , or to decide exactly which group a given crystal corresponds to , 
is to determine the crystals from scratch, starting with a representation
3
of the group acting on IR . This is exactly how the crystals of the present 
l is t  had their groups assigned to them. The orientable crystals herein were 
f ir s t  listed in [Du 1].
(6.1) = T1 2  [B + S :Y-51] I f  D4  denotes the dihedral group of order
4 , generated by n-rotations about 0 X> Oy and 0 2 , then we have < T^» 
giving the following short exact sequences:
0 ->G > 1
II V/ V
> G,'00 > 1 .
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Z 3 = T- /^D  ^ acts on the crystal ^ 3/g’ • Since the point group 6^
of G' is isomorphic to , inspection of Table 4 te lls  us that 1R /G'
3has three possible fib rations, corresponding to 1R being fibred in the
3
0 , 0 and 0 directions. The natural action of Z ,  on 1R /G' permutes x y z «5
these three fibrations c yc lic a lly  and hence the three possib ilities must be 
fibred-isomorphic to one another, giving exactly five  possible crystals for 
]R3/G‘ , each of which can be seen to admit a unique Z^-action (up to con­
jugation). The five , with their corresponding groups G' , are:
3
l* f Z22 n fin  Z* Till a-w T2t7t7%_
(The last of these is the Se ife rt manifold Q2 of CWa] . )
The ^-actions on them yield  1R3/G as follows (everything has under­
lying space S3 and a ll singular points are of order 2, unless otherwise 
stated ).
( i i i )
(i 12)
/i'\ 1C P111
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(6.1.1) to (6.1.3) and (6.1.5) are obvious. (6.1.4) can be seen as 
follows: from §4, we know that
i .e .  there is a fibred involution on Q2 with quotient Q2 . The 
Zj-action on Q2 which is given in (6.1.5) must l i f t  to a ^-action  on 
Q2 whose quotient is a 2-fold cover of Q2/Z3 i-e. of :
But the only possib ility  is the covering formed by unwrapping along the 
order 2 singular set, giving:
A further argument (see [B + S:Y-53]) shows why this is the only isometric 
Z^-action Up to (isometric) conjugation. We omit i t  here.
(6.2) = ?24 : Groups G having 6~ " T24 have crystals which are
the quotient by an orientation-reversing involution of one of the crystals
which were derived in (6.1.1) to (6.1.5). In what follows, K is the
o
suspension on IRP : i t  is therefore not a manifold.
is double covered by
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57. Examples.
Having produced at great length a ll the machinery of §52, 4 and 5, 
we must now ju s t ify  its  existence. Our aim throughout has been to extend 
the topological classification  of crystallographic groups in [B + S] to a 
classification  of the black and white groups, by constructing fibred double 
covers of the S^-fibred 3-crystals in Table 4, and by other techniques 
for the crystals which actnit no S1-fibration, listed  in §6.
The conventional classification  (see [B  + C ], for instance) forewarns 
us that there are 1191 black and white groups ( i .e .  Type I I I  and Type IV 
Shubnikov groups - see (3.1.3) and (3 .1 .4 )), and so i t  is obviously not 
desirable to l i s t  here a ll the double coverings which correspond to them. 
Instead we shall illu s tra te  their derivation by some examples, an under­
standing of which should enable readers to construct others for themselves.
The process of building double covers for a ll  the necessary -fibred
3-crystals has been described completely in 54 and §5, but a brief reprise 
here may be helpful. Starting with Q -*• B from Table 4, where B is one 
of eleven 2-crystals (not the annulus, Mobius band or Klein bottle - see 
(4 .0 )), we f ir s t  construct the "D-covers", i.e . those for which the 
base B is "unwrapped". Double covers B‘ of B are read off from 
Table 1, the local structure of Q' -*■ B' l i f t s  from that of Q -*■ B (using 
Table 3.1 when the generic fibre of Q B 1s and Table 3.2 when i t  
1s ml) and any other aspects of the structure of Q1 -*■ B* , not forced 
by the local structure, are calculated using (4.5) to (4.8) or (4.10) to
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(4.11), again depending on the generic fibre of Q -*■ B .
The "S-covers" of Q -*• B are dealt with in §5. These fibre over 
the same base B i.e . they are formed by "unwrapping the fibres". For 
a given Q -*■ B such covers may not exist at a l l ,  since some local fib re 
types do not possess S-covers (5.1), (5.2). However, when a ll the local 
fibre types of Q B do admit them we construct Q‘ B in a piecemeal 
fashion using Table 3.3 when the generic fibre of Q -*■ B is and 
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 when i t  is ml . There may be more than one choice of 
covering fo r each local fibre type and we must take every possible combin­
ation when producing a l is t  (with the proviso that we do so in a consistent 
fashion i .e .  Q' B must "make sense" so, in particular, fibrations from 
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 cannot be mixed). Again, having generated the local 
structure, i f  this completely determines Q' -*• B then we stop; otherwise, 
the remaining invariants are found by using (5.1.1) to (5.1.7) when Q* B 
comes from Table 3.3, (5.2.1) to (5.2.3) when i t  comes from Table 3.5, and
(5.3.1) to (5.3.4), when i t  comes from Table 3.4.
Those fibrations in Table 4 which are not unique (in the sense of 
Definition 3.4) are accompanied by the words "many” , "twice", or "three 
times". I f  our in it ia l Q B ie unique, and a ll  the fibred double covers 
in our 11st are 1nequ1valent (so for any two which happen to be fibred- 
isomorphic to one another, this Isomorphism does not project to a fibred 
automorphism of Q ■* B) then, by Proposition (3 .5 ), our l is t  corresponds
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exactly to the black and white groups (G,G‘ ) , where Q =IR /^G 
3
and Q' = F  /G' . Here are some examples, with G denoted by its  number 
and symbol in Table 4. Each double cover of Q B has been labelled 
with the conventional notation for black and white groups, as found in 
[B + C] for instance, and those double covers which are not determined 
completely by their local structure are further annotated with the source(s) 
of the additional information. For the f ir s t  example the covering maps 
on the base B' of the base-unwrapped cases have been indicated; for 
the others, we omit them.
.1) Example: 13. G
_ i _
= P2/b ; Q -v
8
Unwrap
Base
(Table 3.1) Pl'/c" r.i/c fz/c'
Fix Base 
(Table 3.3) ; n : n„ -- <*
Vi/c
We immediately have an example, viz: ____
of a 3-crystal which covers Q -*• B 1n two d istinct ways, corresponding 
to different black and white groups. This is precisely what leads to the 
requirement 1n the defin ition  of equivalence of fibred double covers (3.3.1) 
that the fibred Isomorphism between them must project to a fibred auto­
morphism of Q -*• B , which i t  c learly  cannot do in this case. //
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(7.1.2) Example: 29. G = Pca21 ; Q -* B is : / i
Unwrap
Base
(Table 3.1)
We cannot take covers over a fixed base because --- and $ fibrations
do not possess such covers. //
(7.1.3) Example:
Unwrap
Base
(Table 3.1)
Again there can be no covers over a fixed base. The reason that Q -*■ B
is twice covered by the same object in d istinct ways was explained in (4.4.1).//
(7.1.4) 65. G = Cmmm Q - B is :
Unwrap
Base
(Table 3.2) <3'
“fc*"'"* P, k>. ~
Fix
Base
(Table 3.5)
Fix
Base
(Table 3.4)
* < s * >
c,-- r .««
X< ^ >
C.C-
r___ <3 ? X.k.-
C— S '
<r t ») p
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This is our f i r s t  example for which Q B has generic fibre ml as 
opposed to . As we can see, i t  is essen tia lly  no different, except 
that there are two distinct types of cover over a fixed base: those with 
generic fibre ml , and those with generic fibre S1 . //
All the examples so far have involved taking double covers of crystals
which have a unique fibration. Consequently, once we have a complete l is t
of inequivalent fibred double covers we are done; each cover corresponds
to a d istinct black and white group. We remarked in (3.6.1) that some
3groups preserve more than one direction in R and,for 14 of them, there 
is no direction which yields a unique fib ration . As promised there, the 
f ir s t  two of these are dealt with ind ividually:
(7.2.1) Example: 1. G = PI ; Q-^B 
This orbifold is just ,
is :
since G is generated by any 
three translations in 1inearly-independent directions. I t  is easy to see 
that there is only one black and white group (G,G‘ ) (up to equivalence
3
by affine homeomorphisms of F  ) ; G' is  just a copy of G lying 
as any index two subgroup, and corresponds to every double cover. //
t l
(7.2.2) Example: 2. G = PT ; Q -*■ B is:
Here G has exactly the same generators as the above example, together 
with an involution through the origin. Thus there are only two possib ilities 
for (G, G ') : either G' is a copy of PT, lying 1n PT as an Index 
two subgroup; or G* is a copy of P I. The double covers to which each 
corresponds are obvious. //
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This leaves 12 more "serious" examples of groups 6 whose 
orbifolds have no unique fibration. Arguing as in (3 .6 .3 ), we w ill give 
two examples of how to determine the black and white pairs (G,G‘ ) up 
to equivalence; the other 10 follow just as easily .
_____ i
(7.2.3) Example: 48. G = Pnnn ; Q -*■ B is : o
To start o ff, we proceed just as before and produce a l i s t  of a ll the 
inequivalent fibred double covers:
Unwrap
Base
(Table 3.1)
Fix
Base
(Table 3.3)
Because the fibration of Q B is  not unique, we cannot use Proposition 
3.5 to assert that each of these covers corresponds to a d istinct black 
and white group. As we noted in (3 .6.3), since G preserves three mutually
3
perpendicular directions in F (a l l  leading to the same fib ration ), i f
3
Q' = R /G' is a double cover of Q which it s e lf  admits more than one 
d istinct fibration then the principal one for Q' (1.e. the f i r s t  1n 
Table 4) and at least one other fibration for Q' (or both 1f these 
exist and G' is orthorhombic) must show up 1n the l i s t  of double covers 
of Q B . This enables us to "pair o ff" covers from our 11st which 
correspond to the same black and white group (G.G1), by using Table 4 to
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see which of them are simply d ifferent fibrations of the same crystal. 
In this example we end up with four groups (G,G‘ ) , since:
f°/i
fv.
%
f *o 1*1
w .r
t ’l
V T^ e
'• *'> 7«.r
✓  y  //
<n t.
(7.2.4) Example: 69. 6 = Fmmm ; Q ■* B is :
Unwrap
Base
(Table 3.2)
t r  * < ± >  z< ° >  1 0 ,
G *  ‘C J 1 Q j
Fix
Base • o : O 'TT
(Table 3.5) c c oTyTT • O 'nr • a *  a * • O 'TT
N.B. In preparing the fixed base l i s t  the obvious error is  to end up
4
with 2 = 16 crystals Q1 B ; closer inspection reveals that six of
them are duplicates.
Exactly as before, we co llect up those diagrams which correspond to 
different fibrations of the same crystal and which therefore, in these 
circumstances, represent the same black and white groups. We end up with 
a total of nine such groups: 
r
«  ‘ O  » j O „  .»
c *
S .gjr g g y  w
e» C ^
* - O
\!F An •!)
**£> * p* “*’0  « -Û' * j£r «»p- - <X u
C,«c«
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I t  remains for us to treat those crystals which are the quotients of 
groups in the cubic class. We met these in §6 and saw that although such 
a group G does not preserve any direction in R i t  s t i l l  makes sense 
for us to look at Q = IR^/G .despite the fact that i t  no longer acknits an 
-fibration. We know from §6 that Q w ill always have underlying space
*3 0 o
|Q| homeomorphic to SJ  ; a 3-ball; RPJ  ; K (the suspension on IRP^);
2or the cone on IRP . Since the f ir s t  two have tr iv ia l fundamental group 
and the other three have -^j ( |Q|) = , the following is  of great use
[Du 1:Prop.1.11:
(7.3.0) Proposition: I f  Q is a good n-orbifold with underlying space
|Q| and N is the (normal) subgroup of (Q) generated by covering 
translations fixing points, then
i t i t l Q l )  *  " i  ( Q ) / N  .
1 1 □
■ftm when |Q| = or a 3-ball we have ir.|(Q) = N i .e .  the generators 
of -iti (Q) (= G , our crystallographic group) a ll contribute to Eg ,
the singular set. In such cases, i f  we wish to form a double cover Q' of 
Q we can do so only by unwrapping the singular set in some suitable way.
When |Q | is one of the others we have ( |Q|) = ir-j (Q )^^ • This gives 
us two options: either we can unwrap the singular set or double cover the 
underlying space.
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(7.3.1) Example: 195. G = P23 Q is c  s
We can re-draw Q with the singular set lying as follows:
s  s ’
From th is , and the fact that ■n1 ( |Q|) = ^ ( S -5) = {id } , i t  follows 
that there is only one way to double cover Q and that is by "unwrapping" 
along the horizontal Z 2-axis. Trying to do the same along any other part 
of the singular set is impossible, since i t  would involve unfolding at 
points with local group 2^ . Thus the only double cover is :
Q- S
I/*
We recognize this as the quotient of group number 196 (F23) and
so we know that there is only one black andwhite group (G, G1) for which
//G = P23 ; i t  has G' - F23 and is denoted by Fs23 in [B + Cl.
(7.3.2) Example: 200. G = Pm3 Q is :
Again we have tr iv ia l it^(|Q|) and so we must unfold the singular set 
to obtain Q' ; note that here Eg consists not only of 1-dimensional 
components but also has a 2-dimensional component, namely the mirror which 
lies as 3|Q| . This gives us two possib ilities : either double along the
mirror or unwrap along the c irc le  of singular points with local group Z 2 
(vertical 1n the picture). Anything else fa ils  to make sense or involves 
unfolding along points which are singular of order 3, yielding an unwanted 
3-fold cover. We get:
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(7.3.3) Example: 217. G = I43m ; Q is :
2(The base is a mirrored IRP ; points on the upper hemisphere are identi­
fied antipodally, so the underlying space is the cone on IRP2 - see (6 .4 .3 ).)
3
We can cover the underlying space by IRP , a 3-ball or K ;
respectively, these give:
7V Mil) fx >t 1. '
£ >\
CO it'S'*.'
\ P
Unwrapping along the singular set is not possible in this case; the non­
manifold point at the centre of the hemisphere (and lying on a set of 2 2 - 
points) prohibits th is . ..
(7.4) Those readers who wish to should now be able to determine any other 
covers, and the corresponding black and white groups, for themselves. We 
have therefore completed the task that we set ourselves: to provide a 
topological c lass ifica tion  of the black and white groups. I t  is not just 
a copy of the classical scheme of things, e ither. Whereas for a given 
group G we are able to determine a ll the inequivalent pairs (G, G') , 
the way that black and white groups are usually presented tki* o Jj
for the Type I I I  Shubnikov groups i.e . those for which G' differs from 
G in its  point group. The Type IV groups, those for which G* differs 
from G in its  la t t ic e , are referred not to G but to G' . This 1s 
evident 1n the conventional notation. For example, in (7.3.3) we have 
G = 143m and three pairs (G,G ') with G' respectively being 123, Pi3m 
and P$3n . The corresponding black and white groups are labelled l4'3m' ,
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Pj43m and Pj43n . The f ir s t  is a Type I I I  Shubnikov group, and the 
notation for i t ,  with apostrophes on the symbol for G indicates this 
by showing that elements of the point group change colour. The other 
two are Type IV Shubnikov groups, and their notation shows, by sub­
scripting the symbol for G' by 1I* , that the colour change sends the 
lattice of G' (labelled *P*) to the la ttice  of G (labelled ' I ' ) .
This information is retrievable from our topological c lass ification .
Suppose we have a group G , and that we have found its  corresponding
3
3-crystal Q in Table 4 (or §6 when IR /G cannot be fibred). We then 
make a l i s t  of its  double covers and, perhaps with a l i t t l e  extra work, 
end up with a l i s t  of 3-crystals Q' which, as double covers of Q , 
correspond to black and white groups (G ,G '). I t  is then possible, again 
by consulting Table 4 (or §6), to say which of these are Type I I I  Shubnikov 
groups and which are Type IV. Precisely those Q' which are listed  in 
the same geometric crystal class as Q ( i .e .  have the same G^  in 
Table 4 or 56) w ill correspond to Type IV groups (G,G‘ ) ; the ir point 
groups have not changed and so the colour change must be in the la ttice . 
Those Q' which l ie  in a d ifferent geometric crystal class from Q ( i.e .  
have different G,) must have "lo s t" some of their point group, and so 
represent Type I I I  Shubnikov groups.
(7.5) Where can a ll of this lead us from here? Certainly these methods, 
or their equivalents, can be used to determine groups of more than two
colours (the polychromatic or colour groups - see t J  + S] or [Schw.2]), 
both in three dimensions and in two, the la tte r  giving us diagrams sim ilar 
to those of Table 1. I t  remains to be seen whether such groups w ill have 
broad applications. More importantly, i t  is plausible that this topo­
logical approach w ill be more convenient than the purely group-theoretic 
alternative when attempting to understand what goes on in 4-dimensional 
crystallographic groups; with luck there w ill be a corresponding feed­
back to the infant study of 4-orbifolds.
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